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Abstract
In this thesis we study Gorenstein stable surfaces withK 2X = 1 and  (OX ) = 2 .
These arise as quadruple covers of the projective plane and we give the precise relation
between the structure of the cover and the canonical ring. We then use these results




In dieser Arbeit studieren wir stabile Gorenstein-Flächen mit Invarianten K 2X = 1
und  (OX ) = 2 . Diese entstehen alle als vierfache Überlagerungen der projektiven
Ebene und wir beschreiben den genauen Zusammenhang zwischen dem kanonischen
Ring und der Struktur der vierfachen Überlagerung. Hiermit gelingt es uns einige
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It is a general fact that moduli spaces ofnice objects in algebraic geometry, say
smooth varieties, are often non-compact. However, there is usually a modular com-
pactication where the boundary points correspond to related but more complicated
objects.
Such a modular compactication has been known for the moduli spaceM g of
smooth curves of genusg for a long time and in [Mor] KollÆr and Shepherd-Barron
made the rst step towards the construction of a modular compactication M for
Gieseker’s moduli space of (canonical models of) surfaces of general type [Gie77]. Even
though the actual construction of the moduli space was delayed for several decades
because of formidable technical obstacles to be overcome, it was clear from the begin-
ning that the objects parametrised by M should be surfaces with semi-log-canonical
singularities and ample canonical divisor, for shortstable surfaces. Nowadays, the
existence of the compactication is known, and it is worthwhile to study individual
components to get a feeling for the geometry of stable surfaces.
In series of papers, Franciosi, Pardini, and Rollenske [FPR15b, FPR15a, FPR17]
realised that under the additional assumption that the canonical divisor is Cartier,
that is, the case of Gorenstein stable surfaces, the study of the canonical ring can
yield a detailed description, especially for small invariants.
The dissertation’s main focus is Gorenstein stable surfaces withK 2 = 1 and  = 2 .
It had been classically known that canonical models of smooth surfaces with these
invariants are quadruple covers of the projective plane [Cat80] and this description
extends to Gorenstein stable case [FPR17].
Our study of these surfaces is thus guided by three viewpoints: direct geomet-
ric arguments as employed in [FPR17], the structure of the canonical ring, and the
structure of the quadruple cover.
For the latter, we build on the theory for Gorenstein covers of degree 5 laid out
by Casnati and Ekedahl in [CE96], which shows that Gorenstein quadruple covers of
the plane are embedded as subvarieties of codimension2 in a P2-bundle P(E) ! P2,
locally given by the intersection of two relative quadrics.
Altogether, we work out the relations and interactions between these points of
view and describe several new strata in the moduli spaceM
(Gor )
1;2 . In particular,
we succeed in describing explicitly such surfaces with normalisation, which is the
symmetric product of an elliptic curve (see Section 4), a case that was left open in
[FPR17].
The thesis is organised as the following: In Chapter 1 we introduce the main objects
of interest and provide a translation between the description of the canonical ring and
the structure equations for the quadruple cover. This translation becomes especially
transparent for bi-double covers, that are, quadruple covers where the quotient map
is induced by the action of (Z=2)2.
The structure equations for a quadruple cover lend themselves to a local study of
its singularities, which we undertake in Chapter 2. While this approach did not yield
the global classication results that we hoped for, it still gives some characterisations
of the local geometry.
Normal Gorenstein stable surfaces were classied in [FPR15b] via Kodaira dimen-


















































































































































































Table 2: Overview over the non-normal cases
these strata in detail, adding many new cases and eshing out the known ones.
Non-normal Gorenstein stable surfaces were also classied in [FPR15b]: their nor-
malisation are either projective plane, a Del Pezzo surface, a ruled surface over an
elliptic curve, or a symmetric product of an elliptic curve. For each case, we will study
them in more detail. We also compute the canonical ring for each case and compare
it to the algebraic translation in Chapter 1. This part belongs to Chapter 4. Some
computer algebra computations are explained in Appendix A.
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Es ist eine allgemeine Tatsache, dass die Modulräume vonschönen Objekten in der
algebraischen Geometrie, sagen wir glatte Varietäten, oft nicht kompakt sind. In
der Regel gibt es jedoch eine modulare Kompaktizierung, bei der die Grenzpunkte
verwandten, aber komplizierteren Objekten entsprechen.
Seit langem ist eine solche modulare Kompaktizierung für den Modulraum M g
der glatten Kurven von Geschlechtg bekannt. In [Mor] haben KollÆr und Shepherd-
Barron den ersten Schritt zur Konstruktion einer modularen Kompaktizierung M
für Giesekers modulierten Raum von (kanonischen Modellen von) Flächen der allge-
meinen Typs [Gie77] studiert. Auch wenn sich die eigentliche Konstruktion des Mod-
ulraumes um mehrere Jahrzehnte verzögerte, weil gewaltige technische Hindernisse
zu überwinden waren, war es von Anfang klar, dass die Objekten, die durchM
parametrisiert werden sollen, Flächen mit halb-log-kanonischen Singularitäten und
amplem kanonischen Divisor sind, kurzstabile Flächen. Heutzutage ist die Existenz
der Kompaktizierung bekannt und es ist gewinnbringend, einzlene Komponenten zu
studieren, um ein Gefühl für die Geometrie stabiler Flächen zu bekommen.
In einer Serie von Artikeln [FPR15b, FPR15a, FPR17] haben Franciosi, Pardini
und Rollenske herausgefunden, dass unter den zusätzlichen Annahmen, dass der kan-
onische Divisor Cartier ist, d.h., im Falle der Gorenstein stabile Flächen, die der
kanonische Ring eine genaue Beschreibung liefern kann, insbesondere für kleine In-
varianten.
Der Schwerpunkt des Dissertationsprojektes sind stabile Gorenstein-Flächen mit
K 2 = 1 und  = 2 . Klassischerweise wurde es herausgefunden, dass die kanonische
Modelle glatter Flächen mit diesen Invarianten vierfache verzweigte Überlagerungen
der projektiven Ebene sind [Cat80], und diese Beschreibung wird mit [FPR17] auf
den stabilen Gorenstein Fall ausgedehnt.
Unsere Forschung von dieser Flächen wird daher von drei Blickpunkte geleitet:
direkte geometrische Betrachtungen, wie sie in [FPR17] angestellt wurden, der Struk-
tur des kanonischen Rings sowie der Struktur der vierfachen Überlagerung.
Für letzteres bauen wir auf den Artikel von Casnati und Ekedahl [CE96] auf, in dem
die Theorie für Gorenstein-Überlagerungen von Grad höchstens 5 dargestellt wurde.
Die Theorie zeigt, dass Gorenstein vierfache Überlagerungen der projektiven Ebene
als Untervaritäten von Kodimension 2 in ein P2-Bündel P(E) eingebettet sind, lokal
gegeben durch die Schnittmenge zweier relativer Quadriken.
Insgesamt arbeiten wir die Relationen und Wechselwirkungen zwischen diesen Stand-
punkten heraus und beschreiben mehrere neue Strata im ModulraumM
(Gor )
1;2 . Ins-
besondere können wir solche Flächen beschreiben, deren Normalisierung das symmet-
rische Produkt einer elliptischen Kurve ist (siehe Abschnitt 4), ein Fall, der in [FPR17]
oen gelassen wurde.
Die Dissertation ist wie folgt organisiert: In Kapitel 1 stellen wir die Hauptobjekte
unserer Betrachtungen vor. Wir geben eine Übersetzung zwischen der Beschreibung
durch den kanonischen Ring und den Strukturgleichungen für die vierfache Abdeck-
ung. Dies wird besonders transparent für Überlagerungen, bei denen die Quotien-
tenabbildung durch eine Wirkung von (Z=2)2 induziert wird.
Die Strukturgleichungen der vierfachen Überlagerung bieten sich für eine lokalen
Untersuchung ihrer Singularitäten, die wir in Kapitel 2 durchführen. Obwohl dieser
v
Zugang nicht die erhoten globalen Klassikationsergebnisse erbracht hat, liefert er
dennoch einige Charakterisierungen der lokalen Geometrie.
Normale stabile Gorenstein-Flächen wurden durch die Kodaira-Dimension und An-
zahl der elliptischen Singularitäten in [FPR15b] klassiziert. In Kapitel 3 untersuchen
wir die Klassikation dieser Strata im Detail. Dazu fügen wir viele neue Fälle und
konkretisieren wir auch die bekannte Fälle.
Nicht-normale stabile Gorenstein-Flächen mit K 2X = 1 wurden ebenfalls in [FPR15b]
klassiziert: ihre Normalisierung ist entweder eine projektive Ebene, eine Del-Pezzo-
Fläche, eine Regeläche über einer elliptischen Kurve oder ein symmetrisches Produkt
einer elliptischen Kurve. Für jeden Fall werden wir sie sowohl detailiert untersuchen
als auch den kanonischen Ring berechnen damit vergleichen wir mit der algebraischen
Übersetzung in Kapitel 1. Dieser Teil gehört zu Kapitel 4. Einige Computeralgebra-
Berechnungen werden im Anhang A erläutert.
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Notations and conventions
We work with schemes of nite type over the complex numbersC. A surface is
a reduced, connected projective scheme of pure dimension two but not necessarily
irreducible. A curve is a projective scheme of pure dimension one but not necessarily
irreducible or connected. All schemes that we consider will be Cohen- Macaulay and
thus admit a dualising sheaf ! X .
Notations
Let X be a surface. We write
1. pg(X ) = h2(OX ), and if C is a curve, then pa(C) = h1(OX ).
2. K X = canonical divisor, which is a Weil-divisor whose support does not contain
any component of the non-nonmal locus and such thatOX (K X ) ’ ! X .
3. Given an invertible sheafL 2 Pic(X ), one denes the ring of sections
R(X; L ) =
1M
m =0
H 0(X; OX (mL ));
for L = K X , we have the canonical ringR(K X ) := R(X; K X ):
4. Let E be a vector bundle of rank n over X , we dene a projective bundle
P(E) = Proj(Sym E_ ).
vii

1. Algebraic and geometric models
In this section, the descriptions of a Gorenstein stable surfaceX with K 2X = 1 and
 (OX ) = 2 by Franciosi, Pardini and Rollenske [FPR17] and also by Casnati, Ekedahl
[CE96] are recalled. An explicit translation between them is then presented.
1.1. Stable surfaces
In this section, we are going to recall the denitions ofsemi-log-canonical(slc) surfaces
from [Kol13, Section 5]. A demi-normal scheme is a nite type schemeX over C that
satises the following conditions:
1. X satises the S2 condition, i.e., for every x 2 X we have
depthO X;x (OX;x )  minf 2; dim(OX;x )g
2. At each point x of codimension one inX , x is either regular or is an ordinary
double point.
We denote by  : X ! X the normalisation of X . The conductor ideal I D =
H om(  OX ; OX ) is an ideal sheaf both inOX and OX and as such denes subs-
chemesD  X and D  X , both reduced and of codimension one. We often refer to
D as the non-normal locus ofX .
Denition 1.1  The demi-normal surface X is said to havesemi-log-canonical (slc)
singularities if it satises the following conditions:
1. The canonical divisor K X is Q  Cartier,
2. The pair (X; D ) has log-canonical (lc) singularities.
It is called a stable surface if in addition K X is ample. In that case we dene the
geometric genus ofX to be pg(X ) = h0(X; ! X ) = h2(X; OX ) and the irregularity as
q(X ) = h1(X; ! X ) = h1(X; OX ). A Gorenstein stable surface is a stable surface such
that K X is ample.
1.2. Canonical ring in [FPR17 ]
The canonical ring of stable surfaces withK 2X = 1 and  (OX ) = 2 was computed
in [FPR17]. We would like to remind the reader of the explicit computation. This
method of computation nds its application in many cases in this thesis.
Lemma 1.2  [FPR17] Let X be a Gorenstein stable surface withK 2X = 1 and let
C 2 j K X j be a canonical curve.
Then C is a reduced and irreducible Gorenstein curve withpa(C) = 2 , not contained
in a non-normal locus.
Proof. When C 2 j K X j, then OX (C) = OX (K X ) = ! X is an invertible sheaf onC,
thus C is Gorenstein curve. Adjunction formula gives us2g   2 = deg (K + C)jC =
C(C + K C ) = 2 ; so  (OC ) = 1   g =   1 and pa(C) = 1    (OC ) = 2 .
1
Since K X C = 1 and K X is an ample Cartier divisor, the curve C is reduced and
irreducible. Indeed, by writing C =
sP
i =1






mi K X  Ci . In the last expression, we haveK X  Ci = deg K X jC i  1, becauseK X
is an ample Catier divisor. It follows that 1 
sP
i =1
mi , so s = mi = 1 .
Since no component of the non-normal locus is Cartier andC is reduced, C can
not be contained in the non-normal locus.
Let C be an irreducible Gorenstein curve of genus 2 and letL 2 Pic(C) be a square
root of K C . In our application, C is a canonical curve andL = K X jC :
We denote by S2 the polynomial ring C[y1; y2; z1; z2] where yi has degree 2 andzi
has degree 3(i = 1 ; 2).
Proposition 1.3  [FPR17] Let C be an integral Gorenstein curve withpa(C) = 2
and let L 2 P ic(C) such that L 
 2 = ! C . If h0(L ) = 0 , then R(L) = S2=(f 1; f 2),
where f 1 = z21 + c1(y1; y2) and f 2 = z22 + c2(y1; y2) are weighted homogeneous of
degree 6 andc1; c2 have no common factor.
Proof. Two main tools used to prove this Proposition are
1. the Riemann-Roch theorem and Serre’s duality, used to computeh0(mL ); m  1
and to determine the base points ofjmL j;
2. the base point pencil trick, used to show surjectivity of multiplication maps of
the form H 0(aL) 
 H 0(bL) ! H 0((a + b)L ).
1. Compute h0(mL ): First we have the Riemann-Roch formular for mL :
h0(mL )   h0(K C   mL ) = deg mL + 1   g (1.4)
where:
 h0(K C   mL ) = 0 for m  3, sinceK X   3L =   L has no global section,
 deg (mL ) = m deg (L) = m,
 deg (K X jC ) = K 2X = 1 (C 2 j K X j),






0 or 1 if m = 1( depends onL)
2 if m = 2
m   1 if m  2:
2. Compute the canonical ringR(L):
R(L) =  m  0H 0(mL )
= C  R1  R2  R3 + : : :
where
2
 R0 = C and R0 = h1i has dimension 1.
 R1 = H 0(L ), and we assume that it has dimensionh0(L ) = 0 .
 R2 = H 0(2L) has dimensionh0(2L) = h0(K X ) = 2 . We have that C 2 j K X j
has no base point, because otherwise we haveh0(K C   P) = h0(K C ) = 2 for
P a base point of jK C j, but deg (K C   P) = deg K C   degP = 1 which is
contradiction becauseC 6= P1.
With jK C j base point free we could associate a morphism : C
jK C j! P1, thus
R2 = hy1; y2i
 R3 = hz1; z2i
 R4 = hy21 ; y1y2; y22 i
 R5 = hy1z1; y2z2; y1z2; y2z1i
 R6 = hy3; y21y2; y1y22 ; y32 i + hz21 ; z1z2; z22 i brings the two relations in the forms:
z21 + c1(y1; y2) and z22 + c2(y1; y2)
At this point, we still need to show that these are only relations in S2. Therefore we
use the base point free pencil trick: Fora  2 let x; y be elements without common
zeros in H 0(aL), then we get a map  : X ! P1 so, that aL =   (O(1)) . Consider
the usual restriction sequence onP1:
0 ! O (  1) ! O  2 ! O (1) ! 0
by pullback on X and tensor with bL we get
0 ! (b   a)L ! h x; y i 
 bL ! (a + b)L ! 0
Thus
0 ! H 0((b   a)L) ! h x; y i 
 H 0(bL) ! H 0((a + b)L ) ! H 1((b   a)L)
where hx; y i 
 H 0(bL)  H 0(aL) 
 H 0(bL). To control the surjectivity of the map
H 0(aL) 
 H 0(bL) ! H 0((a + b)L ) we need to control H 1((b   a)L). Here a = 2 ,
then H 1((b   2)L) = 0 if and only if b  5. There are only two relations up to
degree 6. WLOG we can assume thatc1 and c2 have common divisory1. Then the
point A = (0 : 1 : 0 : 0) is a singular point of the curve and a base point of the 1-
dimensional systemj3L j. It follows that A is double point of C, the xed part of j3L j
is equal to j2A j and the moving part M is a linear system of dimension 1 and degree
1, contradict the assumption that C has genus 2.
We denote by S the polynomial ring C[x0; y1; y2; z1; z2] where x0 has degree 1,yi
has degree 2 andzi has degree3, i = 1 ; 2:
Theorem 1.5  [FPR17] Let X be a Gorenstein stable surface withK 2X = 1 and
 (X ) = 2 , then q(X ) = 0 and R(K X ) = S=(f 1; f 2), where
3
f 1 = z21 + z2x0a1(x0; y1; y2) + b1(x0; y1; y2)
f 2 = z22 + z1x0a2(x0; y1; y2) + b2(x0; y1; y2)
(1.6)
are weighted homogeneous of degree 6. HenceX can be canonically embedded as a
complete intersection of bidegree(6; 6) in (the smooth locus of) P(1; 2; 2; 3; 3).
Proof. We have q = 0 by Theorem 2.2 in [FPR17] and alsopg(X ) = 1 . Now let
C 2 j K X j and set L = K X jC so that by adjunction we have OC (K C ) = ! C =
! X 
 O C (C)jC = OX (C) 
 O C (C)jC = OC (C)

 2 = L 
 2, and let x0 2 R(K X )
be a section dening C. The pair (C; L) satises the hypothesis of Proposition 1:3.
Consider the usual restriction sequence
0 ! O (mK X   C)
:x 0! O (mK X ) ! L 
 m ! 0
Since q(X ) = 0 and H 1(mK X ) = 0 for m  2 by the Kodaira Vanishing Theorem,
we see that the mapR(K X )=x0 ! R(L) is a surjection, and hence an isomorphism.
In particular, h0(L ) = pg(X )   1 = 0, so that this case corresponds to the case of
Proposition 1:3. The claim about generators and relations is now obtained by lifting
the relations of R(L) to R(K X ) and completing the squares in the lifted equations.
For this case, whenpg = 1 : the singular locus of P(1; 2; 2; 3; 3) is the union of
two lines P(2; 2) and P(3; 3), which do not meet X in view of format of the equa-
tions since the polynomialsb1(x0; y1; y2) and b2(x0; y1; y2) have no common factors
by Proposition 1.3.
Corollary 1.7  The bi-canonical map ' : X
j2K X j ! P2 is a quadruple cover.
Proof. It follows from the two equations of X in the previous theorem that the map
j2K X j : X ! P2 is induced from the inclusion of ringsC[x2; y1; y2] ,! R(K X ).
Proposition 1.8  Let X be a Gorenstein stable surface withK 2X = 1 and  = 2 .
Then
1) Aut( X=P2) is one of groups0; Z=2; (Z=2)2.
2) Aut( X=P2) = ( Z=2)2 if and only if one can choosea1 = a2 = 0 in the equations
(1.6).
3) Aut( X=P2) = Z=2 if and only if only one can choose one of theai = 0 but not both.
Proof. First of all note that in case a1 = 0 in the coordinates as in (1.6), then
(x; y1; y2; z1; z2) 7! (x; y1; y2;   z1; z2) denes a Z=2-action on the canonical ring and
on X over P2, and similarily for a2 = 0 . So it remains to exclude the caseZ=4 and to
prove the only if part.
Let G be a non-trivial group acting on X over P2, so that we have a factorisation
X ! X=G ! P2. Since the bi-canonical map is of degree4, we see that the order of
G is 2 or 4. The action of G on X induces an action on the canoncial ringR, which
leavesR2 invariant, that is C[x2; y1; y2]  RG .
4
Our arguments now rely on the examination of the decompositions ofR3 and R6
into G-invariant subspaces:
R1 = hx i ; R
 21 trivial
R2 = R
 21  h y1; y2i
R3 = R
 31  R1 
h y1; y2i  U; U possibly reducible but eective
R6 = S2U  R1 
 U  S3U=hf 2; f 2i
Since the relations f i are of the form given in Theorem 1.5, we see that they both
contain a non-trivial G-invariant summand and thus are in the subspaceRG6 . Further-
more, applying the projection S2U  R1 
 U  S3R3 to hf 1; f 2i gives a2-dimensional
G-invariant subspace ofS2(U), spanned byz21 ; z22 in the coordinates chosen in The-
orem 1.5.
It is easy to see that for an eective, 2-dimensionalZ=4-representationU this cannot
happen, soG 6= Z=4.
Let  2 G be a non-trivial element with neccesarily  2 = 1 . Let z1; z2 be eigen-
vectors for the action of  on U. Then
 : C[x; y1; y2; z1; z2] ! C[x; y1; y2; z1; z2]
(x; y1; y2; z1; z2) 7! v = (  x; y1; y2;  z1;  z2)
Note that the action on X is nontrivial and that, up to the (weighed) C -action and
renumbering, we have the following 3 cases to consider:
 v = ( x; y1; y2; z1; z2): In this case  acts trivially on X which was excluded.
 v = (   x; y1; y2;   z1; z2): In this case, the only invariant monomials of degree6
involving zi are z21 ; z22 ; xz1, so we have relations of the form
z21 + 2~a1xz1 + ~b1 = ( z1 + xa1)
2 + ~b01; z
2
2 + ~a2xz1 + ~b2;
which after a coordinate change give the desired equation witha1 = 0 .
 v = (   x; y1; y2; z1; z2). In this case, the only invariant monomials of degree6
involving zi are z21 ; z1z2; z22 , so we have relations of the form
z21 + b1; z
2
2 + b2;
after possibly a linear change of coordinates in the subspaceU.
To conclude we only have to note that in the case of an eective(Z=2)2-action on X ,
we will neccesarily have an involution which acts as in the last case.
1.3. Quadruple covers after [CE96]
Let X be a Gorenstein stable surface satisfyingK 2X = 1 and  (OX ) = 2 . It is proven
in the previous section that X is a quadruple cover of the projective planeP2. We can
apply the general structure theorem of Gorenstein covers of degreed; (d  3) described
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in [CE96]. To any quadruple cover%: X ! P2, one can associate the following exact
sequence
0 OY % OX E_ 0;
%# (1.9)
where% OX is a locally free sheaf of rank 4 andE_ = coker%# is a locally free sheaf
of rank 3. The embedding %# : OY ! % OX admits a splitting 14 tr : % OX ! O Y ,
i.e., % OX = OY  E _ .
As an example to understand the above trace map, we replaceP2 by Spec(C).
% OX is then a vector space of dimension 4 overC. Multiplication by an ele-
ment x induces an endomorphismx : % OX ! % OX . Taking into account that
tr (1% O X ) = dim C(% OX ) = 4 , the trace map tr : % OX ! C is dened as the trace of
this endomorphism, namely tr(x) = tr ( : % OX ! % OX ). So 14 tr splits the inclusion
OY ! % OX .
Although [CE96] described general results for covers of degreed  3, we restrict
our attention to some important points of the theorem which can be applied to our
situation. Let %: X ! P2 be a Gorenstein quadruple cover of the projective plane,
where X is a Gorenstein stable surface satisfyingK 2 = 1 and  (OX ) = 2 : Locally,
each bre X y ; y 2 P2 is a zero-dimensional Gorenstein scheme of length 4 which is
a complete intersection of two conics. Therefore, the minimal free resolution of the
homogeneous coordinate ringSX y over S = C[x; z1; z2] is
0 ! S(  4) ! S(  2) 2 ! S ! SX y ! 0:
The minimal resolution of OX y is the sheacation of the previous exact sequence
and hence is
0 ! O P2 (  4) ! O P2 (  2) 2
! O P2 ! O X y ! 0; (1.10)
where the map  denes X y as a complete intersection of two conics inP2.
Globally, in [CE96] it is shown that X is embedded in the projectiveP2-bundle
P(E) ! P2 such that %=    and there is, uniquely up to unique isomorphism, an
exact sequence
0 !   det E(  4) !   F (  2) ! O P(E) ! O X ! 0 (1.11)
whose restriction on each berPy =    1(y) over y is a minimal free resolution of the
structure sheaves overX y = %  1(y) as in the sequence (1.10) The idea to contruct
the exact sequence (1.11) can be seen as the following diagram, where the main tools




0 A 2 N (  4) A 1 0
  F (  2)
0 I OP OX 0
0
whereF =   I (2) and  :   F (  2) ! I is the natural evaluation map whose restric-
tion coincides with the map O 2P2 ! Im(  ) and thus is surjective. Let A 1 = ker(  )
and we apply the same proceed for this sequence, in this way we get the sequence
0 ! N (  4) !   F (  2) ! O P(E) ! O X ! 0 (1.12)
The map N (  4) !   F (  2) is injective by the Lemma of Nakayama. Now we
compare the sequence (1.12) with the Koszul complex of , which is brewise (hence
globally) exact since dim(X y ) = 0 , taking into account the uniqueness of (1.12) we
get det N =   det F =   det E, thus det F = det E since   is injective. In this way,
we obtain the exact sequence (1.11).
The section  2 H 0(P2; S2E 
 F ) comes from the natural isomorphism
 : H 0(P2; S2E 
 F ) ! H 0(P2;   F (  2)):
Moreover, in [CE96] it is shown that the embbeding X ,! P(E) is induced from
the surjective morphism ' : % E ! % % ! X= P2 ! ! X= P2 and the ramication divisor
R satises OX (R) = ! X= P2 = OX (1) :=   OP(1).
Remark 1.13  In [CE96], the quadruple cover ofX ! P2C was proven whereX is a
canonical model of a minimal surfaceS with K 2S = 1 and  (OS ) = 2 . The arguments
remain correct for Gorenstein stable surface.
We will reprove in more details in the following:
Proposition 1.14  Let X be a Gorenstein stable surface withK 2X = 1 and  (OX ) =
2, let %: X ! P2 be a quadruple cover ofP2. Then






2. The locally free sheafE has the presentationE = OP2 (2)  O P2 (2)  O P2 (3).
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3. The vector bundleF in the building data of the quadruple cover is such that
F = F _ (7) sits inside the following short exact sequence
0 ! F ! O  2P2 (4)  O P2 (6) ! O P2 (7) ! 0
Proof. First we compute the dualizing sheaf! X jP2 and its push forward by using the
relative duality in [Kle80]. By using % OP2 (1) = ! 
 2X = OX (2K X ), we have
! X jP2 = OX (K X   % K P2 )
= OX (K X + 6K X )
= OX (7K X )
We apply the relative duality in [Kle80] to write ! X jP2 = H om(OX ; ! X jP2 ). Then
% ! X jP2 = H omX (% OX ; % OP2 
 ! X jP2 )
= H omP2 (% OX ; OP2 )
= OP2  E
Let E be a locally free sheaf of rank3 on P2. Then by [Har77, Proposition 7.12], to
give a morphism of X to P(E) over P2, it is equivalent to give an invertible sheaf L
on P2 and a surjective morphism onP2, % E ! L =   OP(1). For L = ! X jP2 we have
Hom(% E; L ) = Hom(E; % ! X jP2 )
= Hom(E; OP2  E )
and we can consider the natural inclusionE ,! O P2 E . This induces a surjective map
% E  ! X jP2 , because locally, we can writeE = O 3X and the surjectivity is equivalent
to images of sections inE that generate L . For the second statement we note from
(1.9) that % OX = OP2  E _ , we wish to compute the cohomologyh1(P2; E_ (t)) and
use the Horrocks’ Theorem [OSSG80, Theorem 2.3.1]. For anyt 2 Z we have
h1(P2; E_ (t)) = h1(X; % OX (t)) = h1(% OP2 (t)) = h1(X; ! 2tX ) = 0
Then by Horrocks’ Theorem,E splits as direct sum of invertible sheaves,E =  3i =1 OP2 ( i ),
and for t  2 we get
2t(2t   1)
2
+ 2 = h0(X; % OP2 (t)) = h0(P2; OP2 (t)) + h0(P2; E_ (t))
equivalently,





















We compare the coecients of two polynomials on two sides of this equation and
get  1 +  2 +  3 =   7,  1 2 +  2 3 +  1 3 = 17 with  i 2 Z. This implies
( 1;  2;  3) = (2 ; 2; 3). Thus E = OP2 (2)  O P2 (2)  O P2 (3).
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The statement F = F _ (7) follows from [CE96] that the exact sequence (1.11) is
self-dual. Indeed, the dual of Sequence (1.11) is
0 !   det E(  4) !   F _ (5) ! O P ! O X ! 0
it follows that   F (  2) =   F _ (5), i.e F = F _ (7) since   is injective. Moreover,
the locally free sheafF of rank 2 is push forward of the ideal sheafI . Indeed, by
projecting the following exact sequence
0 ! I (2) ! O P(2) ! O X (2) ! 0;
and taking into account that R1  I (2) = 0 , setting F :=   I (2), we obtain the
following exact sequence forF :
0 ! F ! S 2E ! % ! 2X jP2 ! 0:
Here, % ! 2X jP2 can be computed using dualizing as in [Kle80]
% ! 2X jP2 = % %
 OP2 (7)
= % (OX 
 % OP2 (7))
= % OX (7) = ( OP2  E)(7) :
which leads to the this exact sequence
0 ! F ! O P2 (4)  3  O P2 (5)  2  O P2 (6) ! O P2 (4)  O P2 (5)  2  O P2 (7) ! 0
in addition F is stable vector bundle by [CE96].
Also by [CE96], the schemeZ (s) of each s 2 H 0(P2; F (  3)) is non empty since
c2(F (  3)) = 3 and has codimension 2 (otherwiseh0(P2; F (  4)) 6= 0 ), it yields
0 ! F :s! F (  3) ! I Z (1) ! 0
Moreover, Z is the complete intersection of a line and a cubic which ts into this
sequence
0 ! O P2 (  3) ! O P2  O P2 (  2) ! I Z (1) ! 0
The following diagram describes the exactness of the short sequence ofF in the
last statement.
0 0
OP2 (  3) OP2 (  3)
0 OP2 O 2P2  O P2 (  2) OP2  O P2 (  2) 0




Combining these considerations with the results from [CE96] we get the following
result.
Theorem 1.15  Let X be a Gorenstein stable surface withK 2X = 1 and  (OX ) =
2. Then the bi-canonical map %: X ! P2 is a Gorenstein cover of degree4 whose
invariants are E = OP2 (2)  O P2 (2)  O P2 (3) and F , where F is a locally free stable
sheaf of rank2 tting into the exact sequence
0 ! F ! O  2P2 (4)  O P2 (6) ! O P2 (7) ! 0:
Conversely, given a locally freeOP2   sheaf F of rank 2, a locally free sheafE of
rank 3 with det F = det E and  2 H 0(P2; F 
 S2E) such that zero locus of at every
y 2 P2 is a zero dimensional subscheme of length 4 denes a Gorenstein quadruple
cover %: X ! P2 such that E = coker%# and F = ker(S2E ! % ! 2X jY ):
Remark 1.16  This theorem give us a geometric model ofX via describing the build-
ing data of the quadruple coverX ! P2. Another geometric model ofX is described
in Theorem 1.5, whereX is complete intersection of bidegree(6; 6) in P(1; 2; 2; 3; 3).
Moreover, the algebraic model ofX is given by the two equations (1.6).
To connect the two algebraic models, we need some preparations which are going
to be discussed in the following section.
1.4. The bi-canonical map and bi-canonical ring of surface
Let X be a Gorenstein stable surface withK 2X = 1 and pg(X ) = 1 . Then according
to [FPR17, Section 1], the map%: X ! P2 is a nite morphism of degree 4 and thus
a quadruple cover ofP2 via the bicanonical map. It follows from Theorem 1.5 that
X is canonically embedded as a complete intersection of degree(6; 6) in P(1; 2; 2; 3; 3)
by computing the canonical ring of X . A computation of the bi-canonical ring of X
is expressed as in the following:
We use the notations of Theorem 1.5. Recall in particular thatS = C[x; y1; y2; z1; z2]
with weights (1; 2; 2; 3; 3).
Proposition 1.17  Let X be a Gorenstein stable surface withK 2 = 1 and  (OX ) =
2.
1. The Veronese subringS[2]  S is generated byu = x2; y1; y2; v1 = xz1; v2 =
xz2; w = z1z2; z21 ; z
2
2
2. The map S[2] ! R(K X )[2] is surjective with kernel generated by the idealJ =
10
(f 1; :::; f 8), where
f 1 = uw   v1v2
f 2 = u(v2a1 + b1) + v21
f 3 = u(v1a2 + b2) + v22
f 4 = v2(v2a1 + b1) + v1w
f 5 = v1(v1a2 + b2) + v2w
f 6 = ( v2a1 + b1)(v1a2 + b2)   w2
f 7 = z21 + v2a1 + b1
f 8 = z22 + v1a2 + b2
After eliminating the generators z21 ; z22 via the relations f 7; f 8 we get
R(K X )[2] = C[u; y1; y2; v1; v2; w]=(f 1; : : : ; f 6):
Proof. For computation we will denote V = hu; y1; y2i , where u := x2. Let v1 :=
xz1; v2 := xz2; w := z1z2. The computation and relations are shown in Table 3 below.
Table 3: Bi-canonical ring
m h 0 (mK X ) H 0 (mK X ) Relations
2 3 V No relations
4 8 S2V; v1; v2 No relations
6 17
S3V
hv1; v2i V z21 + v2a1 + b1
hz21 ; z1z2; z22 i z22 + v1a2 + b2
8 30
S4V wu = v1v2
hxz1; xz2i S2V v21 + u(a1v2 + b1)
hz21 ; w; z22 i V v22 + u(a2v1 + b2)
10 37
S5V
hxz1; xz2i S3V v1w + v2(a1v2 + b1)
hz21 ; z1z2; z22 i S2V v2w + v1(a2v1 + b2)




hz21 ; z1z2; z22 i S3V w2   (a1v2 + b1)(a2v1 + b2)
hz31 ; z21z2; z1z22 ; z32 i xV
hz41 ; z31z2; z21z22 ; z1z32 ; z42 i
The map S[2] ! R(K X )[2] is surjective with kernel J generated by eight relations
as in Table 3. After eliminating the generators z21 ; z22 via the relations f 7; f 8 we get
R(K X )[2] = C[u; y1; y2; v1; v2; w]=(f 1; : : : ; f 6);
where for eachi , the polynomial f i is weighted homogeneous of the appropriate degree
in C[u; y1; y2; v1; v2; w].
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1.5. Algebraic translation
In this section, we would like to investigate the relationship between two algebraic
models which are considered as a nite morphism of degree 4,%: X ! P2. As we
computed in Proposition 1.17, X is embedded inP[2; 2; 2; 4; 4; 6] and the bicanonical
map j2K X j : X ! P2 is a nite morphism of degree 4, which is induced from the
natural map C[u; y1; y2] ,! R(K X )[2] . Moreover, it is shown in Section 1.3 that the
datum of a Gorenstein quadruple cover%is equivalent to the datum of a locally free
sheafE of rank 3, a locally free sheafF of rank 2 and a section 2 H 0(E2 
 F ). The
following diagram sumarizes these two descriptions:







We x notations R = C[x2; y1; y2] and S = C[x; y1; y2; z1; z2] as the polynomial rings
where x has degree1, yi has degree2 and zi has degree3. Our theorem provides a
computation of the R-module F with respect to the vector bundle F of rank 2 and
local equation of X in P2  A2 by using the equations of complete intersection in
[FPR15b]. In addition to local equations, we describe how to extract the data of the
quadruple cover from the description of the (bi)-canonical ring. Over suitable ane
subsets ofU  P2, we show that %  1(U) is the intersection of two (explicitly given)
conics in U  P2.
Proposition 1.18  Let X be a Gorenstein stable surface withK 2X = 1 and  (OX ) =
2. Let %: X ! P2 be the quadruple cover as in the above description. Then the locally
free sheafE is the sheaf associated to the gradedR-moduleE = z1R(2) z2R(2) xR(3)
in the bi-canonical ring of X:
Proof. The computation of the module E is based on the computation of the canon-
ical ring of the surface X. According to Section 1.3,! X jP2 = OX (7K X ), % ! X jP2 =
OP2  E and we haveH 0(% ! X jP2 ) = H 0(! X jP2 ) = H 0(OX (7K X )) . By computing
H 0(OX (7K X )) , according to the computation of casem = 7 in Table 3, we get
H 0(OX (7K X )) = ( xhz21 ; z1z2; z
2
2 iS
0V  z1S2V  z2S2V  xS3V)=(f 7; f 8);
where V = hu; y1; y2i is the vector space generated by three vectorsu = x2; y1; y2.
After eliminating the two generators z21 ; z22 via the relations f 7; f 8 like in Proposition
1.17 and taking into account of (1.9) that % ! X jP2 = OP2  E . Moreover the locally
free sheafE splits into the direct sum of OP2 (2)  O P2 (2)  O P2 (3). We get that the
module E can be written as the direct sumE = z1R(2)  z2R(2)  xR(3).
Theorem 1.19  Let X ! P2 be a quadruple cover ofP2 which is given by two
equations
f = z21 + xz2a1(x; y1; y2) + b1(x; y1; y2)
g = z22 + xz1a2(x; y1; y2) + b2(x; y1; y2);
where X is canonically embedded as a complete intersection of bidegree(6; 6) in (the
smooth locus of)P(1; 2; 2; 3; 3). Then:
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1. The bidouble cover%: X ! P2 determines a locally free sheaf of rank 2 and
over the polynomial ring R = C[x2; y1; y2] the module F with respect to sheaf
F  S2E is presented by the following relations:
c1 = ( z21u + xz2ua1 + x
2b1)R(3)
c2 = ( z22u + xz1ua2 + x
2b2)R(3)
l = ( z21b2 + z
2
2b1   a2b1xz1   a1b2xz2)R(1)
and F ts into exact sequence:
0 ! F R(4)2  R(6) R(7) ! 0:

l 0   c1





Proof. By following the description of Casnati and Ekedahl in Section 1.3, we would
like to translate these data to the language of the canonical ring in 1.2 as well as the
bi-canonical description. We recall that R = C[x2; y1; y2] and S = C[x; y1; y2; z1; z2]
are polynomial rings, wherex; y i and zi have degree 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Let
%: X ! P2 = Proj(C[x2; y1; y2]) be a quadruple cover,E be a locally free sheaf of
rank 3 over P2. Then by [CE96] such a embedding : X ,! P2 is equivalent to giving
a surjective map % E !   OP(E) = ! X jP2 where ! X jP2 is relative line bundle and
! X jP2 = OX (7K X ). Instead of % E !   OP(E) = ! X jP2 , we consider the adjoint map
E ! % ! X jP2 = OP2  E and work on the level of gradedR-modules.
Writing E = z1R(2)  z2R(2)  xR(3) by Proposition 1.18 one computes its second
symmetric power to be
S2E = z21R(4)  z1z2R(4)  z
2
2R(4)  xz1R(5)  xz2R(5)  x
2R(6):
We have seen above thatF = ker( S2E ! % ! 
 2X jP2 ), which for graded modules trans-
lates to an exact sequence
0 ! F ! S2E !    (% ! 2X jP2 )
To compute F , we write down the R-module  ( % ! 2X jP2 ), here we use the description
from [Har77, Chap.2, Sect.5]:
   (% ! 2X jP2 ) =
M
d2 Z









H 0(X; 2dK X )
!
(7)
= R(X; 2K X )(7)
According to Proposition 1.17, R(2K X ) = C[u; y1; y2; v1; v2; w]=(f 1; : : : ; f 6). Based




0 F S2E C[u = x2; y1; y2][v1; v2; w; z21 ; z22 ](7)
0 F S2E C[u = x2; y1; y2][v1; v2; w; z21 ; z22 ](7)=J 0
0
'
It is easy to see thatF = J \ S2E , thus, F is a submodule ofS2E generated by
(z21u + xz2ua2 + x
2b1)R(3) = c1R(3);




2b1   a2b1xz1 + a1b2xz2)R(1) = lR(1):
The presentation of F can be understood from the minimal exact sequence ofF
0 ! F ! R(4)  2  R(6) ! R(7) ! 0
by taking dual of this exact sequence and taking into account thatF = F (7), then
0 ! R






Thus F = hc1; c2; l i  S2E .
Remark 1.20  Locally, X can be seen as a complete intersection of two relative
conics. CoverP2 by the open subsetsD+ (u); D+ (yi bj ) where D+ (y1) = D+ (y1b1) [
D+ (y1b2); D+ (y2) = D+ (y2b1) [ D+ (y2b2).
Over D+ (u) = A2 we have
EjD + ( u ) = OP2 (2)  O P2 (2)  O P2 (3) jD + ( u )
= ( ~(S(2)u ))0  ( ~(S(2)u ))0  ( ~(S(3)u ))0
EjD + ( u ) (D+ (u)) = u
2(Su )0  u2(Su )0  u3(Su )0
Thus we can write the equations dening the moduleF on D+ (u) from the present-
ation of F , for example
c1 = ( z21u + xz2ua1 + x
2b1)R(3)
Note that degzi =   2 in S(2) and degx =   3 in S(3). The polynomial can be writen
as
















By setting Z1 = z1u2; X = xu3; Z2 = z2u2. Then degZ i = deg X = 0 : The equation
is now
Z 21 + XZ 2A1 + X
2B1 = 0
thus we get the other 2 equations from the presentation ofF :
Z 22 + XZ 1A2 + X
2B2 = 0 ;
Z 21 B1   Z
2
2 B2   A2B1XZ 1   A1B2XZ 2 = 0 :
The third equation vanishes automatically, so onD+ (u) the local equations presenting
F are the two following:
Z 21 + XZ 2A1(Y1; Y2) + X
2B1(Y1; Y2) = 0 ;
Z 22 + XZ 1A2(Y1; Y2) + X
2B2(Y1; Y2) = 0 :
Similary we can compute for the other open subsetD+ (yi bj ). Note that the module
F  S2E = OP2 (4) 
 3  O P2 (5) 
 2  O P2 (6) and
OP2 (4) jD + ( y i bj ) (D+ (yi bj )) = (
~R(4)y i bj )0 = yi bj ((Ry i )bj )0;
OP2 (5) jD + ( y i bj ) (D+ (yi bj )) = (
~R(5)y i bj )0 = y
2
i bj ((Ry i )bj )0;
OP2 (4) jD + ( y i bj ) (D+ (yi bj )) = (
~R(6)y i bj )0 = b
2
j ((Ry i )bj )0:
Thus, for example in D+ (y1b1), we get two following equations:
Z 21 U + Z2XUA 1 + X
2 = 0 ;
Z 22 U + Z1XUA 2 + X
2B2 = 0 ;
Z 21 B2   Z
2
2   A2XZ 1   A1B2XZ 2 = 0 ;
of which the second one is redundant.
1.6. Building data of the bi-double covers
It is shown in 1.8 that X is a bi-double cover if and only if, up to a coordinate
change, the termsa1 and a2 in the equations of Theorem 1.6 vanish. We recall from
[FPR17, AP12] that the bi-double cover %: X ! P2 is uniquely determined (up to
isomorphism of covers) by eective divisorsD i of P2 of degreedi ; i = 0 ; 1; 2; such that:
1. di  dj mod 2 for every i; j .
2. the so-called Hurwitz divisor  := 12 (D0 + D1 + D2) has no component of the
multiplicity > 1.
The divisors D0; D1 and D2 are called the building or branch data of %. Setting
ai =
dj + dk
2 where i; j; k is a permutation of 0; 1; 2, one has
% OX = OP2  O P2 (  a0)  O P2 (  a1)  O P2 (  a2)
The conditions K 2X = 1 and  (OX ) = 2 imply that (d0; d1; d2) = (1 ; 3; 3), that is,
(a0; a1; a2) = (3 ; 2; 2) which conrms E = OP2 (2)  O P2 (2)  O P2 (3) in the notation
of Proposition 1.18.
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Remark 1.21  A bi-double cover with branch data D0; D1; D2 can be seen as an
iterated double cover as follows. First one takes the double coverf : Y ! P2 branched
on D0+ D1: If D0 and D1 intersect transversally, thenY is a singular Del Pezzo surface
of degree 2 that has ordinary double points over three intersection points ofD0 and
D1. The cover g: X ! Y is obtained by taking the double cover branched over the
singular points and over the divisor B := f  D2 2 j   3K Y j.
We now give some examples of the bi-double covers by describing the branch data
D i . We take the coordinates (u; y1; y2) in P2 so that the rst branch divisor is the
line D0 = f u = 0g and only the cubicsD1 and D2 are specied.
Elliptic singularities of degree 1
This case happens whenD1 + D2 + D3 has an ordinary quadruple point at P , such
that three of the local components are in the sameD i .
For example, let D1 be a union of three general lines throughP 2 D0 and let
D2 be a general cubic like in Figure 1. We consider the bi-double cover branched
over D0 + D1 + D2: we take a double cover branched overD0 + D1 and another
double cover branching overD2. By blowing up at P , the branched data now become
~D0 + E , ~D1 + 3E and ~D3. It is easy to see that the bi-double cover is singular along
a divisor E , and thus it is not normal. We would like to normalise it by changing
the branched data following [FPR17] Proposition 5.1 and Remark 5.2. Indeed, after
blowing up at the point P , we rst reduce ~D i modulo 2 and then remove all the
irreducible components that are common to all ~D i . We get new branch data ~D0; ~D1
and ~D3 + E . On the rst double cover  1 : X 1 ! P2 branched over ~D0 + ~D1, one gets
an elliptic curve E1 =  1 ~D3 with E 21 = (  1 ~D3)2 = ( ~D3)2: deg( ) =   2. Similarly, for
the double cover  2 : X 1 ! X we obtain an elliptic curve E = 12 

2E1 since E1 is in
the branch and E 2 = (  2E1)2 = E 21 deg( 2) =   1. In this way, we show that there is
only one elliptic singularity of degree 1.
Elliptic singuarities of degree 2
An elliptic singularity of degree 2 can be seen as an iterated bi-double cover ofP2
by taking D1 general and choosingB with a quadruple point a smooth point Q of Y
such that the innitely near points are at most double. We obtain an example with
an elliptic Gorenstein singularity of degree2, see Figure 2.
In this case, we need two blow-ups, in which the branch data are changed as in
the case elliptic singularity of degree 1. After two blow-ups and changing the branch
data, we can consider it as a iterated bi-double cover.
Indeed, rst we take a double cover  branched overD 001 + D 002 , then the pullback
of the E i lies on the branch. Let Fi :=   E i , we haveF 2i = 2E 2i . E 0 := F1 + F2 is an
elliptic curve with degree
E 02 = ( F1 + F2)2 = F 21 + F
2
2 + 2F1F2
= (   E1)2 + (   E2)2 + 2(   E1)(   E2)
= 2E 21 + 2E
2
2 + 2E1E2








~D 1 + 3 E
~D 0 + E
~D 0
~D 1
~D 2 + E










Figure 1: Elliptic singularity of degree 1.
A second double cover is branched over the singularities of the rst cover and  (D 000 +
E 01). We obtain an elliptic curve E =
1
2 
0 E 0 sinceE 0 is on the branch andE 2 =   2.
In this case, we showed that there is a cursp singularity of degree 2.
A divisor B exists and can be seen by takingY = f y2   x0(x30 + x31 + x32 + 2x0x22)g
and B  Y given by x1(y + x20 + x22).
Elliptic singularities of degree 4
If we take D1 and D2 such that both of them have an ordinary double point at P and
D has an ordinary quadruple point at P like in Figure 3, the resulting singularity is an
elliptic singularity of degree 4. An explanation of this type of singularity is provided
in the example of Section 2.1.
2. Local analysis of quadruple covers
In this section we are going to study local properties of the quadruple cover. It was
proven in [CE96] that if X ! P2 is a quadruple cover, thenX is embedded inP2-
bundle and each bre consists of four points in A2 which are intersections of two
conics.
Lemma 2.1  Let X 0 be a ber of the Gorenstein quadruple coverX ! P2. There
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Figure 3: Elliptic singularity of degree 4.
Proof. It follows from the classication of the commutative, associate algebra of rank
4 over C in [HM99, Table 6.1].
Remark 2.2  Let %: X ! P2 be a quadruple cover and let its local equations be
described as in Theorem 1.19. Then there exists an Øtale, formal or analytic open
neighborhoodU  A2  P2 of 0 such that X U = Z (f; g ). The bre X 0 = ( f 0; g0) is
smooth if and only if X 0 is type I .
Proof. It follows from the equations in Theorem 1.19 and the Jacobian criterion for
singularities.
2.1. Local description near a type IVa bre
Let X ! P2 be a quadruple cover. LetU  A2  P2 be a formal or analytic neighbor
of 0 such that the bre X 0 is of type IVa and its local equation as in Table 4. Since
X 0 is a complete intersection of two conics, we can apply the theory of deformation
of a complete intersection which is described in [AST76]. We would like to apply to
the embedded deformation ofX 0 via description in [AST76], the following diagram
comes from the denition of the deformation
X X
X 0 Def( ) = A8

Let X 0 ,! A2 is a complete intersection with dim X 0 = 0 and let I = ( z21 ; z22 ) be
the ideal of X 0. Moreover, X 0 is a length 4 algebra over C which is spanned by
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Table 4: GorensteinC - algebra of length 4
Type Symbol Figures Example for equations
IVa 4 C[z1; z2]=(z21 ; z22 )
IVb 4 C[z1; z2]=(z21 ; z22 + z1)
III 3 1 C[x; z2]=(xz2   1; (z2   x)(z2   x + a2b2))
II b 2 2 C[z1; z2]=(z21 ; z22 + z1a2 + b2)
II a 2 1 1 C[z1; z2]=(z21 + z2a1; z22 + z1a2)
I 1 1 1 1 = C[z1; z2]=(z
2
1 + b1; z
2
2 + z1a2)
1; z1; z2 and z1z2. We would consider the embedded deformation parameterized by
these generators inA8. Then the embedded deformation ofX 0 in A8 has equations :
z21 + a1 + b1z1 + c1z2 + d1z1z2 = 0 ;
z22 + a2 + b2z1 + c2z2 + d2z1z2 = 0 ;
(2.3)
over an open subsetU = A2 with a1; :::; d2 2 (u; v). Here we assume that the central
bre is of type IVa .
Lemma 2.4  Let denote 0 = (0 ; 0) in U. Then
1. X is smooth over near%  1(0) = X 0 if and only if
 = det

@u a1 @v a1




2. X has an isolated singularity at0 if and only if (0 ; 0) = 0 and
T := C[z1; z2; u; v]=(z21 ; z
2
2 ; ) = C
Proof. We rewrite the equations of X as
f 1 = z21 + r 1(u; v; z1; z2);
f 2 = z22 + r 2(u; v; z1; z2);
(2.5)
where r 1(u; v; z1; z2) = a1 + b1z1 + c1z2 + d1z1z2 and r 2(u; v; z1; z2) = a2 + b2z1 +
c2z2 + d2z1z2. The singular locus ofX is given by Z (f; g; rk  1  2), where
 1 =

2z1 + b1 + d1z2 c1 + d1z1 @u r 1 @v r 1;




Sincea1; ::; d2 2 (u; v), we have the following at (0; 0)
 1(0; 0) =

0 0 @u a1 @v a1
0 0 @u a2 @v a2

Therefore, X is smooth near0 if and only if
 = det

@u a1 @v a1
@u a2 @v a2

6= 0
at (0; 0). If (0 ; 0) = 0 , then X is singular near (0,0). We can apply the deformations
of complete intersection as in [AST76, Section 4] thatX has isolated singularity at 0
if T := C[z1; z2; u; v]=(z21 ; z22 ; ) = C.
We now assume thatX is singular over 0. It is of interest to know whether the
rst blow up at 0 2 A2u;v of X is smooth as well as Gorenstein. For this purpose we
let ki = min f mult0(ai ); :::; mult0(di )g. With the previous assumption that  6= 0 we
have ki  1 for every i .
Consider the following diagram, where ~U ! U is blow up of U at the origin. Let
X 0 = ~U  U X be the bre product, X 00be the partial normalisation constructed below
and ~X be the normalisation:
~X




For the computation we follow the Equation (2.3) of X in X. By considering the
blow up of U at 0 2 A2 and looking at a part of its strict transform, we obtain the
equations ofX 0 = X  U ~U  A2u; v  A2z1 ;z2
z21 + a1(u; uv) + b1(u; uv)z1 + c1(u; uv)z2 + d1(u; uv)z1z2 = 0
z22 + a2(u; uv) + b2(u; uv)z1 + c2(u; uv)z2 + d2(u; uv)z1z2 = 0
It is easy to see from the equations thatX 0 is singular along line(z1 = z2 = u = 0) ,
therefore X 0 is not normal. To normalise X 0 we rst write the two equations in the
forms z21 + uk1 ~r 1; z22 + uk2 ~r 2. We would like to normalise X 0 by letting ~z1 =
z1











, by this way we get equations for a partial normalisation
X 00
~z12 + u" 1 (~a1 + ~b1 ~z1ui + ~c1 ~z2uj + ~d1 ~z1 ~z2ui + j ) = 0
~z22 + u" 2 (~a2 + ~b2 ~z1ui + ~c2 ~z2uj + ~d2 ~z1 ~z2ui + j ) = 0
(2.6)
If k1 and k2 are both odd numbers, thenX 00is not normal and we need to normalise
in further steps, for example in the diagram above we get~X as the second step of the
normalisation. Otherwise, X 00 is normal as the rst step of normalisation. We have
the following as the rst results of the local descriptions near type IVa bres.
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2.2. First step partial nomalisation
The rst observation is that if k1 and k2 are not both odd numbers, then the local
ber is normal after a rst natural step towards normalisation. In this case we have
"1 = "2 = 0 or "1 = 0 ; "2 6= 0 in the equation (2.6). We consider rst the case of
"1 = "2 = 0 .
Proposition 2.7  Assume thatk1; k2  0 mod 2, then we have the following:
1. X 00 is smooth if and only if ~a1~a2 has no multiple zeros,
2. If X 00 is singular, then it can be in the following cases:
a) If ~a1 and ~a2 have common zeros but does not have full rank, thenX 00
has typeIVa at the center bre.
b) If ~a1 and ~a2 have no common zero, then the center bre of~X is of type
II a .
Proof. On the rst open subset X 001 has equations
~z12 + ~a1 + u~b1 ~z1 + u~c1 ~z2 + u2 ~d1 ~z1 ~z2 = 0 ;
~z22 + ~a2 + u~b2 ~z1 + u~c2 ~z2 + u2 ~d2 ~z1 ~z2 = 0 ;
here we assume that~a1 and ~a2 are not divisible by u, the Jacobian matrix of X 001
along u = 0 is
 =

2~z1 0 @~a1@u + ~c1 ~z2
@~a1
@v
0 2~z2 @~a2@u +
~b1 ~z1 @~a2@v

Note that the singular locus of X 001 is X 001;sing = Z (~z21 + ~a1; ~z22 + ~a2; ) , and one of
the conditions that  does not have full rank is 4~z1 ~z2 = 0 . We have the following
situations:
 If ~z1 = 0 . Then the singular locus ofX 001 is vanishing locus of following equations
~a1 = 0





















If ~z1 = ~z2 = 0 , we get ~a1(0; v) = ~a2(0; v) = 0 and
det

@u ~a1 @v ~a1
@u ~a2 @v ~a2

6= 0
On another open subset we get~a1(u; 0) = ~a2(u; 0) = 0 and
det

@u ~a1 @v ~a1
@u ~a2 @v ~a2

6= 0 :
Thus X 00is smooth if ~a1~a2 has no multiply zeros at (0; 0)
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 If ~z2 6= 0 , then ~a2 6= 0 . Thus ~z22 + ~a2 = 0 and ~a1 = 0 . This implies
@(~a2 )
@v = 0 .
Similar for an other open subset we getX is smooth if ~a2 has no multiply zeros
at (0; 0).
On other chart of the blow-up, namely when v 6= 0 , we get a similar description of
X 00 on this open subset. Thus the conditions forX 00 be smooth and also singular
coincide with the condition on the path when u 6= 0 .
Proposition 2.8  If (k1; k2)  (0; 1) mod 2 then X 00 is singular over the zero set
of ~a2.
Proof. If (k1; k2)  (0; 1) mod 2, then over a part U001 , X 001 has the following equations:
~z21 + ~a1 + u~b1 ~z1 + ~c1 ~z2 + u ~d1 ~z1 ~z2 = 0 ;
~z22 + u(~a2 + u~b2 ~z1 + ~c2 ~z2 + u ~d2 ~z1 ~z2) = 0 :
Here we assume that~a1 and ~a2 are not divisible by u. X 00sing \ f u = 0g is given by
the following:
~z21 + ~a1 + ~c1 ~z2 = 0 ;
~z22 = 0 ;
rk

2~z1 ~c1 @~a1@u +
~b1 ~z1 @~a1@v
0 0 ~a2 0

< 2;
which is equivalent to z21 + ~a1 = ~z2 = ~a2 ~z1 = ~a2
@~a1
@v = ~a2~c1 = 0 . We have
Z (~a1; ~a2)  Z (~a2)  X Sing  Z (~a1~a2). If ~a2(0; v) is non zero every where,i.e.,
~a2(0; v) = constant 6= 0 , but then by considering the other path we get c = 0 .
Thus this case does not happen. Assume thatP 2 Z (~a2), then P is a singular point
of X 00:
2.2.1. Log canonical singularities
Now we assume thatX is lc. By computing the discrepancy along the exceptional
curve appearing inX 00we will show that this restricts severely the possible values of









We write K X 00 =   K X +
P
ai E i . For the computation of K X 00 we note that








2z1 + b1 + d1z2 d1z1 + c1
d2z2 + b2 2z2 + c2 + d2z1

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and the pullback of the canonical divisorK X along  can be computed as the following


































  1)E . Note that X is lc








  1  1; k1; k2  1, thus there are some
possibilities as in following list, where the case ofk1 and k2 being odd is excluded by
our assumptions.
 (k1; k2) = (2 ; 2);
 (k1; k2) = (2 ; 1); (2; 3); (4; 1)
We look at these cases more closely under the assumption thatX 00is smooth.
Proposition 2.9  Assume X is slc, X 00smooth and the central bre is dened by
Z (z21 ; z
2
2 ). There is 3 possible cases:
1. X has ADE singularities if (k1; k2) = (2 ; 1); (2; 3); (4; 1),
2. X has elliptic singularities of degree 4 if(k1; k2) = (2 ; 2):
Proof. Asume that X is slc and X 001 is smooth after rst blow up, then (k1; k2) =
f (2; 1); (4; 1); (2; 3); (2; 2)g. We will look at the exceptional divisor in X 001 .
1. If (k1; k2) = (2 ; 2), then the exceptional curve is quadruple cover ofP1 which is
dened as the following equations:
z21 + a1 + ub1z1 + uc1z2 + u
2d1z1z2 = 0
z22 + a2 + ub2z1 + uc2z2 + u
2d2z1z2 = 0
We look at ~X 1 over the exceptional divisor E = P1 = [(0 ; 0); (u; v)]. E now has
equations:
z21 + q1(u; v) = 0
z22 + q2(u; v) = 0
We would like to compute the genus ofE and its self intersectionE 2. For pa(E )
we havepa(E ) = 1    (  OE ) = 1    (OP1  L 1  L 2  L 3) = 1 (a1a2 has no
multiple roots.) Now we proof that E 2 =   4, it can be illustrated by Figure 3.
Similarly, we get the following results:
2. If (k1; k2) = (2 ; 1); (2; 3); (4; 1), then E is not reduced and E red has an ADE
singularty.
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To verify these results, we compute on the examples in Section 1.6 by giving explicit
equations for the D i .
Examples
One example of TypeIV where (k1; k2) = (2 ; 2) is the case in Example 1.6, whereD1
and D2 have an ordinary double point at P such that D has an ordinary quadruple
point at P . As an example, we can choose the local equationD1 = ( y1 + 2y2)y2(u  
y1); D2 = ( y21   y22)(y2   2u). Then X is a bi-double cover ofP2 whose equations are:
z21u + x




2)(y2   2u) = 0






2)(y2   2u) = 0
Locally, over 0 = (0 ; 0) 2 A2y1 ;y 2 ; in A
2
z1 ;z2  A
2
y1 ;y 2 , X is singular and has equation
(after localization at the maximal ideal m = ( y1; y2)):
z21 + ( y1 + 2y2)y2 = 0





The blow up of A2y1 ;y 2 at the origin is
Bl 0(A2) = f (y1; y2)[Y1 : Y2] so that y1Y2 = y2Y1g
Over an open subset:









2 ) = 0
X 0 is not normal along the exceptional divisorE and its normalisation is of the form
(Z i := zi =y1):
Z 21 + (1   2Y2)Y2 = 0
Z 22 + 1   Y
2
2 = 0
we haveK E =   K P1 + 12 (D1 + D2) = 0 thus g(E) = 1 an elliptic curve. The Normal
bundle over E is O E (  2) 2 and thus E is an elliptic curve of degree 4.
Let D be discriminant locus ofX 0, then D = V((y1 +2y2)y2(y21   y22)) union of four
lines through the origin. Blow up A2 at the origin we see that D becomes smooth
after the rst blow up and its bi-double cover branched over four points which is also
an elliptic curve.
Proposition 2.10  A Gorenstein quadruple cover ofA2y1 ;y 2 which has elliptic sin-
gularity of degree 4 over(0; 0) 2 A2 if locally the multiplicity of ~bi at (0; 0) 2 A2 are
2 and the ~ai has the multiplicity at least 1 over (0; 0) 2 A2.
Proof. The proof follows directly from Proposition 2.9
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2.3. Second step normalisation and non-Gorenstein covers
In this subsection we will consider the case when"1 = "2 = 1 in the equation 2.6,
then X 00 is singular along line f u = 0g and thus X 00 is not normal with non normal
locus given by f ~z1 = ~z2 = u = 0g. A second partial normalisation X 000of X 00is given
by six equations:
~z21 + u~r 1 = 0
~z22 + u~r 2 = 0
t2   r 1r 2 = 0
ut   ~z1 ~z2 = 0
~z1t + ~z2~r 1 = 0
~z2t + ~z1~r 2 = 0
where we dene a new variablet = z1 z2y1 and ~r 1 = ~a1 +
~b1 ~z1ui + ~c1 ~z2uj + ~d1 ~z1 ~z2ui + j ;
and ~r 2 = ~a2 + ~b2 ~z1ui + ~c2 ~z2uj + ~d2 ~z1 ~z2ui + j , thus we want to know in which condition










2~z1 + u@~z1 ~r 1 u@~z2 ~r 1 0 ~r 1 + u@u ~r 1 u@v ~r 1
u@~z1 ~r 2 2~z2 + u@~z2 ~r 2 0 ~r 2 + u@u ~r 2 u@v ~r 2
  @~z1 (~r 1~r 2)   @~z2 (~r 1~r 2) 2t   @u (~r 1~r 2)   @v (~r 1~r 2)
  ~z2   ~z1 u t 0
t + ~z2@~z1 ~r 1 ~r 1 + ~z1@~z2 ~r 1 ~z1 ~z2@u ~r 1 ~z2@v ~r 1



















0 0 0 a1 0
0 0 0 a2 0
0 0 0 t 0
t a1 0 0 0
a2 t 0 0 0









. By the Jacobian criterion, the singular locus is given by the vanishing of the non
zero 3  3 minors:
t  (t2   a1a2) = 0
@u (a1a2)  (t2   a1a2) = 0
@v (a1a2)  (t2   a1a2) = 0





2   a1a2; ) = Z (~z1; ~z2; t2   a1a2). For the Gorenstein condition we
see that over(u; v) = (0 ; 0) the central bre is Z (~z21 ; ~z22 ; t2   a1a2; ~z1 ~z2; ~z1t + ~z2a1; ~z22 t +
~z1a2). ThereforeX 000is Gorenstein if and only if one of the ~zj t+ ~zi aj is eliminated from
ai and that X 000is not Gorenstein alongu = 0 if and only if a1(0; 0) = a2(0; 0) = 0 :
We have proved
Proposition 2.11  With these notation we have
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1. Singular locus ofX 000over (0; 0) is Z (z1; z2; t2   a1a2),
2. X 000is Gorenstein if and only if u 6= 0 or (r 1(0; v); r 2(0; v)) = 1 :
We refrain from taking the analysis of this case any further.
3. Strata of normal surfaces
We attack the strata parametrising normal surface by direct methods. The starting
points are the numerical restrictions following from [FPR15b].
Lemma 3.1  [Ant18] Let X be a normal Gorenstein stable surface withK 2 = 1
and  (OX ) = 2 . Let " : ~X ! X be a minimal resolution and r be number of elliptic
singularities of X . Then  (O ~X ) =  (OX )   r:
Theorem 3.2  Let X be a normal Gorenstein stable surface withK 2 = 1 and
 (X ) = 2 . Let " : ~X ! X and  : ~X ! ~X min be a morphism to a minimal model.
Then only the following cases can occur; we list some invariants in Table 5
 ( ~X ) = 2 In this case X has canonical singularities and ~X = ~X min is the correspond-
ing minimal surface of general type.
 ( ~X ) = 1 ~X = ~X min is a minimal properly elliptic surface and X has precisely one
elliptic singularity of degree 1.
 ( ~X ) = 0 There exists an eective nef divisor Dmin on ~X min and a point P such
that:
1. D 2min = 2 and p 2 Dmin has multiplicity 2.
2.  : ~X ! ~X min is the blow up atP .
3. X is obtained from ~X by blowing down the strict transform ofDmin and
it has either one elliptic singularity of degree 2 or two elliptic singularties
of degree 1.
 ( ~X ) =  1 There are two possibilities:
1.  ( ~X ) = 1 and ~X has one elliptic singularity;
2.  ( ~X ) = 0 , ~X has two elliptic singularities; in this case, the exceptional
divisors arising from the elliptic singularities are smooth elliptic curves.
In both cases, the degree of the elliptic sigularities is bounded by4.
Proof. This follows quite directly from [FPR15b, Theorem 4.1], combined with the
Enriques classication of surfaces. Assume thatX has r elliptic singularities. Then
 (X )   r =  ( ~X ) =  ( ~X min ), so we can identify the number of elliptic singularities
required in each of the numerical case.
To bound the degree of the elliptic singularities, note that by the algebraic descrip-
tion (Section 1) the surfaceX is embedded as a local complete intersection of codi-
mension two in smooth variety. By the classication of elliptic singularities [Rei97],
or lci slc singularities (see [Tzi09, Lemma 2.6]) this excludes elliptic points of degree
higher than 4.
We will now consider some of these numerical cases in more detail.
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Table 5: Strata of normal surfaces
 ( ~X ) Elliptic sing. (d1; ::; dr )  ( ~X ) type Reference
2 2 gen. type
1 (1) 1 min. prop. ell Section 3.1
0 (2) 1 Enriques Section 3.2
(1,1) 0 Torus case Section 3.4
(1,1) 0 bielliptic case Section 3.3
 1 (d) 1 rational Section 3.5
(d1; d2) 0 ruled over ell. curve Section 3.5
3.1. Surfaces with properly elliptic minimal resolution
We now consider the following situation: Let X be a normal Gorenstein stable surface
with K 2X = 1 and  (X ) = 2 such that its minimal resolution ~X has Kodaira dimension
1. Then by 3.2 the surface ~X is minimal properly elliptic and " : ~X ! X contracts
a unique curve E , smooth elliptic or a cycle of rational curves, with E 2 =   1 and
possibly some ADE congurations.
Lemma 3.3  Let  : ~X ! B be the elliptic bration on ~X . Consider the sheaf
R1  O ~X and denote its dual byL = R
1  O ~X
_ =   ! ~X=B . Then we have
"  K X = K ~X + E; K
2
~X = 0 ; E
2 =   1; K ~X E = 1 ;  ( ~X ) = 1 ; pg( ~X ) = q( ~X );
L is a line bundle onB of degree1 and one of the following cases occurs
Type A pg( ~X ) = q( ~X ) = 0 = g(B )
Type B pg( ~X ) = q( ~X ) = 1 = g(B )
Moreover, in both cases we haveh0(2K ~X ) = 2 .
Proof. First of all, the map " : ~X ! X contracts a unique curveE , we have"  K X =




X   1 = 0. The rest follows
from the intersection numbers. To estimatepg( ~X ) we use that we have an injection
H 0( ~X; K ~X ) ! H
0( ~X; "  K X ), thus pg( ~X )  pg(X ) = 1 .
For the last statement note that
H 0(2K ~X ) = H
0(2"  K X   2E)  H 0(2"  K X ) = "  H 0(2K X ):
By Corollary 1.7, j2K X j denes a quadruple cover ofP2. Let x0 be the image of the
elliptic singularity, that is, the image of E under the composition ~X ! X ! P2.
Then the general line inP2 does not containx0, soh0(2K ~X )  2. On the other hand,
if l is a line through x0 then the pullback of l contains at least twice the exceptional
divisor E , since the elliptic singularity is a double point. Hence h0(2K ~X ) = 2 as
claimed.
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Let us x some notation: denote by Fi the reduced multiple bres of  with mul-
tiplicities mi . By the canonical bundle formula [Fri12, Thm. 15, Sect. 7] we have
K ~X = 
 (K B + L) +
rX
i =1
(mi   1)Fi (3.4)
Let pi be the image ofFi in B . By [Fri12, Section 7, Exercise 2] we have
H 0(mK ~X ) = 








In this caseg(B ) = 0 so B = P1. Plugging degL = 1 into (3.5) and using Lemma 3.3
we compute














P1; OP1 (  2 + r )

= 1 + r   2:
Thus there are exactly three multiple bres.
Note that since  is minimal, the curve E cannot be contained in a bre, so it is
a k-multisection with k  2, becauseE has arithmetic genus1 and B has genus0.
Then E:F i = k=mi and by (3.4) and Lemma 3.3 we have
1 = K ~X E = 
 (K B + L):E +
3X
i =1


















Clearly (mi   1)=mi  1=2 and thus the only possiblility is k = m1 = m2 = m3 = 2 .
We have proved
Lemma 3.6  If  : ~X ! B is of Type A then E is a bisection and  has exactly
three double bres with reductionsF1; F2; F3. In particular Fi E = 1 .
Lemma 3.7  There exist points qi 2 Fi such that qi 62E and (K ~X=B + E)jF i is
linearly equivalent to qi .
Proof. Note that OF i (Fi ) is a non-trivial 2-torsion bundle on Fi by [Fri12, Thm. 15,
Sect. 7]. We have
K ~X=B = K ~X   









blow up q1 ; q2 ; q3 contract F̂ i and ADE















P(  M ) = F1
P1
Figure 4: Properly elliptic case, type A
thus




Fj + E)jF i = ( E + Fi )jF i
which has degree1 and thus is linearly equivalent to a unique eective divisor qi . We
have qi 62E becauseFi jF i is non-trivial.
Now we consider : X̂ = Bl q1 ;q2 ;q3 ( ~X ) ! ~X and denote the exceptional curve over
qi with Gi . Let ̂ =    : X̂ ! B be the induced bration.
Let Ê respectively F̂i be the strict transforms of E and the Fi in X̂ . Let  : X̂ ! X
be the contraction of the curvesF̂i and possibly of ADE-congurations in the singular
bres of ̂ , which do not intersect the bi-section Ê .
Lemma 3.8  Consider on X̂ the line bundle
M = K X̂=B + Ê   2
X
i




Then the following properties hold:
1. M jF̂ i
= OF̂ i and OF̂ i (F̂i )
= OF̂ i (  Ê );
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2. M jn F̂ i
= On F̂ i for every n 2 N (and every i = 1 ; 2; 3);
1
3. The sheafM =   M is a line bundle andM =   M ;
4. For every (scheme-theoretic) bre X b of  : X ! P1 the line bundleM jX b has
two sections which dene a base-point free pencil;
5. Then the natural map ̂  ̂  M ! M is surjective and induces a morphism
#̂ : X̂ ! P(̂  M ), which factors over X such that # : X ! P(̂  M ) is a double
cover.
In total the following diagram arises, compare also Figure 4:
X̂
~X X
P(  M )
P1







Proof. Denote by Gi =  (Gi ) the image of Gi in X and also E =  (Ê ). Note that
̂ : X̂ ! P1 factors over a map : X ! P1.
1. For this item we use the rst description of M , M = K X̂ jB + Ê  
P
2Gi . By
the blow up properties we have
K X̂ = 




(K X̂ jB + Ê  
X
2Gi ) =   K ~X jB + E  
X
Gi :
The strict transform of Fi is F̂i = Fi . Then (K X jB + E)jF i = qi ,
M jF̂ i =( 
 (K ~X jB + E)jF i  
X
Gi )jF̂ i
= qi   qi = 0 :
Thus M jF̂ i = OF̂ i and OF̂ i (F̂i )
= OF̂ i (  Ê ).
2. We prove the assertion by induction onn. The n = 1 case is already done. We
set F := F̂i and consider the short exact sequence
0 ! O F
 
  (n   1)F

! O nF ! O (n   1)F ! 0: (3.10)
Tensoring with M gives
0 ! O F
 
  (n   1)F

! M jnF ! O (n   1)F ! 0: (3.11)
1We are grateful to Andreas Krug for help with this item.
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where the triviality of the outer terms is due to the induction hypothesis. In the
following, we will show that Ext1O nF

O(n   1)F ; OF
 
  (n   1)F
 
= C, i.e., there
are two non-trivial extensions. The assertion then follows by comparing the two
exact sequences (3.10) and (3.11) (note that (3.11) cannot split sinceM jnF is a
line bundle).
Let  : F ,! (n   1)F and  : (n   1)F ,! nF be the closed embeddings. We are
going to apply the language of derival bundle to computeExt1O nF






. We have (L  )  O(n   1)F = O(n   1)F [0]  O (n   1)F (  (n   1)F )[1]; see
[AC12, Thm. 0.7] and note that O(n   1)F (  (n   1)F ) is the conormal bundle of
the embedding  . This gives
Ext1O nF

  O(n   1)F ;     OF
 
  (n   1)F
 
= Ext1O ( n   1) F

(L  )  O(n   1)F ;   OF
 
  (n   1)F
 
= Ext1O ( n   1) F

O(n   1)F ;   OF
 
  (n   1)F
 
 Ext0O ( n   1) F

O(n   1)F (  (n   1)F );   OF
 











3. Let pi 2 X be the image ofF̂i in X . By [Eis13, Exercise 7.5] it is enough to
prove that the completion of   M at pi is free.
By the theorem of formal functions [Har77, Thm. III.11.1] combined with the
fact that the chosen subscheme structure on the bre does not aect the limit
[Har77, Rem. II.9.3.1] we have
[  M
pi = lim  
n
H 0(nF i ; M jnF i ) = lim  
n
H 0(nF i ; OnF i ) = \  OX̂
pi
; (3.12)
where the middle isomorphism comes from the previous item.
Since the contraction of an elliptic curve with self-intersection   1 leads to a
hypersurface singularity [Rei97, Ch. 4] we have  OX̂ = OX . So indeed the
right hand side of (3.12) is free.
4. This is easily computed on the bres of the form 2Gi and clear on the general
bre.
5. By base change and the previous step̂  M =   M̂ is a vector bundle of rank2
and     M ! M is surjective because it is brewise base-point free. Fibrewise
X ! P(̂  M ) is a double cover, so it is a double cover.
Lemma 3.13  We have ̂  M = OB (1)  O B (2) and thus P = P(̂  M ) = F1. Let
C0 be the unique(  1)-curve in P and F a general bre of the projection to B = P1.
Then the tautological bundle ofP is OP (1) = OP (C0 + 2F ) and # Ê is an irreducible
curve in jC0 + F j.
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Proof. First note that for each i ,   Fi = F̂i + Gi , thus
  OX̂ (
X
i
F̂i ) =   OX̂ (
X
i
  Fi   Gi ) = I f q1 ;q2 ;q3 g(
X
i




so that by [Fri12, Ch.7, Exercise 2] we have
̂  OX̂ (
X
i
F̂i )    O ~X (
X
i
Fi ) = OB :
Since the left hand side has a global section, this inclusion is an equality. This implies
that the pushforward ̂  (̂  L +
P
i F̂i ) = L: Now consider the exact sequence
0 ! ̂  L +
X
i
F̂i ! M ! M jÊ = K Ê=B ! 0:
Applying ̂  we get by the projection formula, the above computation and using both
descriptions of M from (3.9),
0 ! L = ̂  (̂  L +
X
i
F̂i ) ! ̂  M ! ̂  K Ê=B = ( ̂  OÊ )
_ !
R1 ̂  (K X̂=B  
X
i
2Gi ) ! R1 ̂  M ! :::
(3.14)
By relative duality we have
R1 ̂  (K X̂=B  
X
i
2Gi ) = R1 ̂  H om(
X
i
2Gi ; K X̂=B ) = H om(̂  (
X
i
2Gi ); OB ) = OB ;
where the last identication is proved by pushing forward the exact sequence
0 ! O X̂ ! O X̂ (
X
i
2Gi ) ! O P i 2G i (
X
i
2Gi ) ! 0:
Indeed, ̂  OP i 2G i (
P
i 2Gi ) is a sum of skyscraper sheaves supported at the images
of the Gi with stalks H 0(2Gi ; O2G i (2Gi )) . These are zero, becauseG2i =   1. The
assertion is deduced from
0 ! ̂  OX̂ = OB ! ̂  OX̂ (
X
i
2Gi ) ! 0:
Repeating this for M = K X̂=B  
P
i 2Gi + Ê we get
R1 ̂  M =
 
̂  OX̂ (
X
i





i 2Gi   Ê ) restricted to the general bre has negative degree and thus
no sections, sô  OX̂ (
P
i 2Gi   Ê ) is a torsion sheaf and its dual is trivial.
Therefore the sequence (3.14) is isomorphic to
0 ! O B (1) ! ̂  M ! O B  O B (2) ! O B ! 0;
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and sinceHom(OB (2); OB ) = 0 and Ext1(OB (2); OB (1)) = 0 we have ̂  M = O(1) 
OB (2).
We now use the theory of ruled surfaces, compare [Har77, Section V]. LetF1 =
P(OB (  1)  O B ) so that the relative tautological bundle is OF1 (1) = OF1 (C0). Since
̂  M = ( OB (  1)  O B ) 
 O B (2) we haveOP (1) = C0 + 2F .
SinceX ! P is a double cover#̂(Ê ) is a section of the projective bundle, that is,
is an irreducible curve in a linear systemjC0 + kF j for somek. To determine k we
compute by the projection formula
k   1 = ( kF + C0)C0 = #̂ ÊC0 = 2 Ê:#̂ C0
= 2 Ê:#̂ (OP (1)   2F ) = 2 Ê:(M     OB (2)) ;
By the dention of M and the projection formula we get Ê:(M     OB (2)) = 0 , thus
k = 1 as claimed.
We now determine the geometry and class of the ramication divisorR  P of
the double cover # : X ! P . Since the general bre of ̂ is an elliptic curve, the
ramication divisor intersects the general bre P in four points and we have R 
4C0 + kF for somek.
Now to determine k we write # OX = OP  L
  1 so that R 2 j 2L j = j2(2C0 +
k=2F )j and compute
1 =  ( ~X ) =  (X̂ ) =  (X )   3 =  (# OX )   3:
This implies  (L   1) = 3 and by Riemann Roch sinceK P =   2C0   3F we have












F + 2C0 + 3F

) k = 10:
In other words R 2 j 4C0 + 10F j. We can say more about the ramication R of the
double cover #: First of all  : X ! B has exactly three double bres while P has
none, so we can writeR = ~L 1 + ~L 2 + ~L 3 + ~C for a curve C 2 j 7F + 4C0j and the three
bres of P ! B sitting over p1; p2; p3.
Note that X has three elliptic singularities of degree1 and that image of Ê passes
through all three of them. In addition, these elliptic singularities are contained in
double bres of  : X ! B . By the classication of singularities of double covers
[FPR17, Ant18] this means that R has possibly degenerate[3; 3] points at the inter-
section points ~L i \ #̂(Ê ) and ADE singularities elsewhere, becauseX has no further
non-canonical singularities.
Note that C0 and E are disjoint sections, because all irreducible curves injC0 + F j
do not meet C0.
Now let  : P ! P2 be the blow down ofC0. Then  (#̂(Ê )) is a line in P2, disjoint
from the point we blow up. We may choose coordinates such that
 C0 maps to p = (0 : 0 : 1) ,
  (#̂(Ê )) is the line f z = 0g,
  ( ~L 1) = L 1 = f x = 0g,
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  ( ~L 2) = L 2 = f y = 0g,
  ( ~L 3) = L 3 = f x   y = 0g,
Write 4C0 + 7F = 7( C0 + F )   3C0 = 7 #̂ Ê   3C0 = 7   OP2 (1)   3C0 we have that
H 0(P; 4C0 + 7F ) = H 0(P; 7  OP2 (1)   3C0)
= H 0(P2;   (  OP2 (7)   3C0))
= H 0(P2; OP2 (7) 
   (OP (  3C0)))
= H 0(P2; I 3p (7)) ;
and collecting the information from above we see that ( ~C) = C is a plane septic
with the following properties
1. C has at least a triple point at p but   C   3C0 has ADE singularities nearC0,
2. C has (possibly degenerate)[2; 2] points at (1 : 0 : 0), (0 : 1 : 0), and (1 : 1 : 0)
which are tangent to the L i , that is, C +
P
i L I has three [3; 3] points at these
points,
3. elsewhereC has at most ADE singularities.
Going backwards we have proved.
Proposition 3.15  Every surface of type A arise from a plane septic via the above
description.
Example 3.16  Let D1 be a union of three general lines throughD2. The result
by Theorem 3.2 is a surface with a minimal properly elliptic surface, see Figure 5.
In the Figure 5, the three bres Fi are the three linesD1, and the three points qi
are intersection points of D0 and D1. Indeed, let P be the intersection point of the
three general lines onD1. The bi-canonical section of ~X after blowing up at P is
2K ~X = 2 
 K X   2E which vanishes twice alongE . It must be the pencil through
the point P and thus the qi must be the intersection points of the D0 and D1.
3.1.2. Type B
Proposition 3.17  If  : ~X ! B is as in case B of Lemma 3.3 thenB is an elliptic
curve, E is a section, hence smooth elliptic,K ~X = 
 L .
Proof. Again E cannot be contained in a bre since the is a minimal elliptic bra-
tion, so E is a k-multisection. If we apply the canonical bundle formula (3.4) with
trivial K B then we get








and hencek = 1 and no multiple bres.
Remark 3.18  Surfaces of type B have Weierstrass models as in [Fri12, Sect. 7,






































Figure 6: Surface with properly elliptic minimal resolution, Type B
Example 3.19  Let D1 be a union of three general lines throughP 2 D0 and D2
a general cubic. ThenX has a unique elliptic singularity of degree 1. Blowing up
at P and then changing the branch divisor to get a normal bi-double cover~X ! P2.
One compute that j2K ~X j is an elliptic pencil, induced by the pencil of lines passing
through P . Thus ~X is a minimal properly elliptic surface, see Figure 6.
3.2. Enriques case
In this case, X has a unique elliptic singularity of degree2, the minimal resolution
~X is an Enriques surface blown up in one point, which is a node on a nodal curve of
genus2. Thus, at least as a set, an open subset of this stratum is in bijection to the
isomorphism classes of pairs
E = f (Y; C) j Y Enriques surface; C nodal, ample curve; pa(C) = 2 g :
This suggests to study this stratum via the presumably nite and dominant map to
the moduli space of Enriques surfaces. While quite some information is available on
the latter (see e.g. [CD89, GH16]), the construction an exploration ofE goes beyond
the scope of this thesis.
Note however, that E is non-empty: either one can argue that in the linear system
associated to a degree2 polarisation on an Enriques surface not every member can
be smooth for topological reasons, so in general there is a curve with just one node
and arithmetic genus 2. Alternatively, an explicit example of a stable surface in this
stratum was constructed in [FPR17, ExampleZ E2 ].
3.3. Bielliptic surface case
In this case, ~X has two elliptic singularities of degree1 and its minimal resolution ~X
has Kodaira dimension0 and as minimal model a bi-elliptic surface.
We quickly recall the classication of bi-elliptic surfaces, which are the surfaces of
Kodaira dimension 0 with  ( ~X ) = 0 = pg( ~X ).
Let A; B be elliptic curve and G a nite group acting on A by translations and
on B such that B=G = P1. Then ~X is of the form ~X = A  B=G and the possible
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Table 6: Classication of bielliptic surfaces
Type of a bielliptic surface G m1; :::; ms Basis of Num(S)
1 Z2 2, 2, 2, 2 A=2; B
2 Z2  Z2 2, 2, 2, 2 A=2; B=2
3 Z4 2, 4, 4 A=4; B
4 Z4  Z2 2, 4, 4 A=4; B=2
5 Z3 3, 3, 3 A=3; B
6 Z3  Z3 3, 3, 3 A=3; B=3
7 Z6 2, 3, 6 A=6; B
cases where classied by Bagnera and de Franchis [BDF07], see Table 6. With the
notation in the Table we denote  = lcmf m1; :::; msg and  = order of G, where mi
is the multiplicity of the multiple bre of  2 : ~X ! B=G = P1. Note that a basis of
Num(S) consists of divisorsA= and (= )B where A2 = 0 ; B 2 = 0 ; AB = :
Lemma 3.20  An elliptic curve E is contained in ~X if numerically E is a positive
multiple of A= or (= )B .
Proof. By the adjunction Formula, we have 2g(E)   2 = E(E + K ~X ). The canonical
divisor K ~X of each bielliptic surface is numerically trivial. It follows that E
2 = 0 ,
which happens only whenE is a multiple of A= or (= )B ; it has to be positive,
sinceA:E  0 and B:E  0.




By Theorem 3.2 we are looking for two elliptic curvesE1; E2, neccesarily smooth,
because ~X does not contain rational curves, such thatE1:E2 = 1 .
Lemma 3.21  Such a conguration exists if and only if ~X is an odd bielliptic
surface, that is, in cases 1,3,5,7 in Table 6.
Moreover, in this case up to automorphismE2 = B =    11 (0) and E1 is the reduc-
tion of a multiple bre of maximal multiplicity of  2.
Proof. Assume there are two elliptic curvesE1; E2 on ~X such that E1E2 = 1 . By
Lemma 3.20 we can writeE1 = aA= , E2 = b(= )B for some positive integersa; b.
Then




so we havea = b = 1 . By [Far16, Lemma 2.7] we get= = 1 , because numerically
=B = E2 is eective. This happens exactly in the cases1; 3; 5; 7 in the Table 6 as in
[BHPV04] and the the only curves in these numerical classes are are the given ones.
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(  1)





Figure 7: Torus case
Proposition 3.22  There are three1-dimensional and one2-dimensional strata of
normal Gorenstein stable surfaces withK 2X = 1 and  (X ) = 2 with minimal resolution
birational to a bi-elliptic surface.
Proof. Note that in all cases in the table the elliptic curve A is arbitrary. In case 1,
the curve B can also be arbitrary, but in the other casesB admits a larger group of
automorphisms, hence is isomorphic toC=Z[i ] or C=Z[exp(2i= 3)]. So the number of
parameters is two in the rst case and 2 in the other cases.
Example 3.23  This example comes from [FPR17]. Let D1 be a union of three
general lines through P 2 D0 and D2 be a union of three lines passing through a
general point Q 2 D1, see Figure 7. ThenX has two elliptic singularities of degree
1. Blowing up at P and Q we get ~D0 a (-1)-curve. Contracting this   1 curve and
consider the bi double cover branched over we get a surfaceS over P1  P1 . Let












L 2 = OP1  P1 (2; 0)
L 3 = OP1  P1 (1; 2)
we conclude that h1(OS ) = 1 and thus S is a bielliptic surface.
This explicit example varies in a two-dimensional family, because the crossratio in
the points where four lines meet can be arbitrary. Thus it gives the family of surfaces
of type 1 in Table 6.
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3.4. Torus case
According to Theorem 3.2, the remaining case in Kodaira dimension0 is when the
minimal model  : ~X ! ~X min of the minimal resolution is a torus.
Proposition 3.24  Let X be a Gorenstein stable surface withK 2X = 1 and  (X ) =
2 such that the minimal model of a resolution is a torus. Then there exist elliptic
curves E1; E2 and a commutative diagram
~X
X E1  E2
(Z=2) 2 -covers
P2 P1  P1
"
blow down Ê 1 ; Ê 2
' p1  p2
projections
from P and Q
such that
1. the bicanonical map' is a bi-double cover with building data a lineD0 contain-
ing two points P and Q, D1 three lines throughP and D2 three lines through
Q.
2. pi : E i ! P1 is the natural double cover.
3.  is the blow up of the intersection of point ofE1 [ E2  E1  E2.
4. " is the contraction of the strict transform of E1 [ E2.
Figure 8 depicts the change of building data under resolution of the birational trans-
formation P2 99KP1  P1.
Proof. Let " : ~X ! X be the minimal resolution and  : ~X ! ~X min be a map to a
minimal model. By Theorem 3.2 and our assumptions,~X min is a torus contining two
elliptic curves E1 and E2 such that E1E2 = 1 . Using the intersection point as origin
for everything, the addition map E1  E2 ! ~X min is an isomorphism.
We have proved the properties attributed to the upper part of the diagram.
Denoting the exceptional curve of with F we have
"  K X = K ~X + Ê1 + Ê2
=   K E 1  E 2 + F + Ê1 + Ê2






blow up P , Q






Figure 8: building data in the Torus case
and thus
H 0(X; 2K X ) = H 0( ~X; "  2K X )
= H 0( ~X; 2  (E1 + E2)   2F )
= H 0(E1  E2; I 2E 1 \ E 2 (2E1 + 2E2))
 H 0(E1  E2; 2E1 + 2E2)




0(P1; OP1 (1)) 
 p2H
0(P1; OP1 (1))
= hx1; y1i 
h x2; y2i :
where we choose the sections such thatx i cuts out the divisor 2E i . With these
coordinates and identications, the bicanonical map of X is dened by the sections
hx1 
 x2; x1 
 y2; y1 
 x2i . On P1  P1; these sections dene exactly the inverse of the
lower horizontal map in the diagram.
Thus the diagram commutes and all remaining claims follow easily.
3.5. Minimal resolution of Kodaira dimension  1
In the case where the minimal resolution has Kodaira dimension 1 the situation is
quite complicated, and we refrain from a detailed study.
From Theorem 3.2 we see that there is a nite number of possible cases and we have
seen an example of surface with a single elliptic singularity of degree4, constructed
as a bi-double cover already in [FPR17].
Our hope to make progress on this case using the methods of Section 2 was squashed
as well.
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4. Strata of non-normal surfaces
To identify the non-normal Gorenstein stable surfaces withK 2X = 1 and  (X ) = 2
we closely follow the strategy from [FPR18].
4.1. Normalisation and glueing: starting point of the classication
Let X be a non-normal stable surface and : X ! X its normalisation. Recall that
the non-normal locus D  X and its preimage D  X are pure of codimension1,
that is, curves. SinceX has ordinary double points at the generic points ofD the
map on normalisationsD  ! D  is the quotient by an involution  . KollÆr’s glueing
principle says that X can be uniquely reconstructed from(X; D;  : D  ! D  ) via
the following two push-out squares:
X D D









Applying this principle to non-normal Gorenstein stable surfaces, we deduce by
[Kol13, Thm. 5.13] and [FPR15b, Addendum in Sect.3.1.2] that a triple (X; D;  )
corresponds to a Gorenstein stable surface withK 2X = 1 and  (X ) = 2 if and only if
the following four conditions are satised:
lc pair condition (X; D ) is an lc pair, such that K X + D is an ample Cartier divisor.
K 2X -condition (K X + D)
2 = 1 .
Gorenstein-glueing condition  : D  ! D  is an involution that restricts to a xed-
point free involution on the preimages of the nodes ofD .
 -condition The holomorphic Euler-characteristic of the non-normal locusD is  (D ) =
2    (X ) +  (D ).
In [FPR15b] Gorenstein log canonical pairs(X; D ) with (K X + D)
2 = 1 were
classied:
(P ) X = P2 and D is a nodal quartic. Herepa(D ) = 3 and K X + D = OP2 (1):
(dP) X is a (possibly singular) Del Pezzo surface of degree 1, namelyX has at most
canonical singularities,   K X is ample andK
2
X
= 1 . The curve D belong to the
system j   2K X j, henceK X + D =   K X and pa(D ) = 2 .
(E   ) Let E be an elliptic curve and let a: ~X ! E be a geometrically ruled sur-
face that contains an irreducible sectionC0 with C20 =   1. Namely, ~X =
P(OE + OE (  x)) , where x 2 E is a point and C0 is the only one curve on the
system jOX (1)j. Set F = a
  1(x) : the normal surface X is obtained from ~X
by contracting C0 to an elliptic Gorenstein singularity of degree 1 andD is the
image of a curveD 0 2 j c(C0 + F )j disjoint from C0, so pa(D ) = 2 . The line
bundle K X + D pulls back to C0 + F on ~X .
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(E+ ) X = S2E , where E is an elliptic curve. Let a: X ! E be the Albanese map,
which is induced by the addition map E  E ! E , denote by F the class of
a bre of a and by C0 the image in X of the curve f 0g  E + E  f 0g, where
0 2 E is the origin, so that C0F = C20 = 1 . Then D is a divisor numerically
equivalent to 3C0   F; pa(D ) = 2 and K X + D is numerically equivalent to C0.
4.2. Case (P)
It turns out that the classication of this case entails a detailed study of some plane
quartics. For future reference we begin with an elementary lemma.
Lemma 4.2  Let D be a nodal plane quartic.
1. If D has at most two nodes, then it is irreducible.
2. If D has three nodes, then it is reducible if and only if the nodes are colinear if
and only if it is the union of a smooth cubic and a general line.
3. If D has four nodes, then it is the union of two smooth conics or the union of
a nodal cubic and a line.
4. If D has ve nodes, then it is the union of a smooth conic and two general lines.
5. If D has at least six nodes, then it has exactly six nodes and is the union of four
lines in general position.
Proof. All statements are elementary by BØzout. Let us only point out that three
colinear nodes force the line through the nodes to be contained inD . If there are
four nodes, then in the pencil of conics through the nodes there is at least one that
intersects D with multiplicity larger than 8, and is thus contained in D .
Let us now set up the notation. For the whole section we consider a Gorenstein
stable surfaceX with K 2X = 1 and  (OX ) = 2 . With notation as in (4.1) the
normalisation X = P2 and D is a nodal quartic. Denote by
  1, the number of degenerate cusps inX .
  , the number of ramication points of the map D  ! D 
  , the number of nodes ofD .
Remark 4.3  For further use, note that the points of D  correspond to equivalence
classes of points onD  with respect to the relation generated byx  y if  (x) =  (y)
or  (x) = y. By the classication of Gorenstein semi-log-canonical singularities (see
the proof of Lemma 3.5 in [FPR15b]) nodes ofD map to degenerate cusp singularities
of X and preimages of degenerate cusp singularities are nodes ofD . Thus, the number
 1 of degenerate cusps inX equals the number of equivalence classes of preimages of
nodes inD  under the above relation.
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In our situation, by the  -condition and [FPR15b, Lem. 3.5], we have the equality











 =  1 =  = 0 or  =

2
+ 2  1  2: (4.4)
Since a plane quartic can have at most6 nodes, in total we get2    6 unlessD
is smooth.
Proposition 4.5  Let C be a nodal curve of arithmetic genus3 with a xed-point
free involution  , or equivalently, an Øtale map : C ! D to a nodal curve of arith-
metic genus 2. Then the image of the canonical mapC
jK C j
99K P2 is contained in a
conic.
In particular, C is not a plane curve.
Proof. By assumption there is a torsion divisorL on D such that 2L = 0 dening the
double cover and the projection formula gives a splitting
H 0(K D ) = H
0(K D )  H 0(K D + L):
Writing H 0(K D ) = hx; y i and H 0(K D + L) = hzi , we see thatz2 2 H 0(2(K D + L)) =
H 0(2K D ) = hx2; xy; y2i , so there is a quadratic relation between the section dening
the canonical map.
To conclude that C is not a plane curve note that a plane curve of arithmetic genus
3 is a plane quartic and hence canonically embedded by the adjunction formula.
Corollary 4.6  In the above situation, the plane quarticD has at least three nodes.
Proof. Let D be a nodal quartic with   2 nodes. By (4.4) the case = 1 need not
be considered.
We have to show, that an involution  on D  satisfying the Gorenstein glueing
condition and yielding  (D ) =   1 cannot exist. By Proposition 4.5 it is enough to
show that such an involution would descend to a xed-point-free involution on D
itself.
This is clear if D is smooth as in this caseD = D  .
So we are left with  = 2 , in which caseD  is an elliptic curve with four marked
points P1; P2; Q1; Q2 mapping to the nodes P and Q of D . Assuming a suitable
involution exists, by (4.4) the involution  cannot have xed points on D  and all
points Pi ; Qi map to a unique degenerate cusp.
As explained in Remark 4.3 this means that, up to renaming we have (Pi ) = Qi .
This is exactly the condition for  to descend to a xed-point-free involution on D .
By Proposition 4.5 this is impossible for a plane curve.













Figure 9: Case(P), D has three nodes
Example 4.7 (D irreducible with three nodes)  Assume D is an irreducible plane
quartic with three nodes, which we may assume to be atP1 = (1 : 0 : 0) ; P2 = (0 :
1 : 0) and P3 = (0 : 0 : 1) . Its normalisation is D
 = P1 with six marked points
mapping to the nodes ofD . Assume that there is an involution  restricting to a
xed-point-free involution in the marked points. Then one can choose coordinates
(u : v) such that  (u : v) = ( av : u) and the six points are
(0 : 1);  (0 : 1) = (1 : 0) ;
(1 : 1);  (1 : 1) = ( a : 1);
(b : 1);  (b : 1) = ( a : b);
for somea; b2 Cnf 0; 1g with a 6= b. If we denote the homogeneous coordinates of the
projective plane with (x : y : z) then each of these vanishes at four of the six points
exactly once, thus determining which point maps to which node.
In order for the triple (P1; D;  ) to satisfy the  -condition, we infer from (4.4)
that there is a uniqe degenerate cusp, that is, all six points are in the same class
with respect to the equivalence relation explained in 4.3. Thus up to permuting the
coordinates the map : D  ! P2 should be given by
x = uv(u   v)(u   bv);
y = u(u   v)(u   av)(bu   av);
z = v(u   av)(u   bv)(bu   av);
such that    1(P1) = f (a : 1); (a : b)g,    1(P2) = f (1 : 0); (b : 1)g, and    1(P3) =
f (0 : 1); (1 : 1)g. Therefore, a curve admitting such an involution on the normalisation
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exists and the equation of the image can be computed using Macaulay2 to be
f a;b = (   ab3 + b4 + a2b   ab2)x2y2 + ( a2b3   a3b   ab3   a3 + 3a2b   ab2)x2yz
+ ( ab2   2b3   a2 + ab+ b2)xy2z
+ ( a4   a3b   a3 + a2b)x2z2
+ (2 a2b   ab2   a2   ab+ b2)xyz2
+ ( b2   b)y2z2:
By construction, the triple (P2; D;  ) denes a Gorenstein stable surface withK 2X =
1 and  (OX ) = 2 , depending on the parametersa; b.
To sum up what we have done so far we state:
Proposition 4.8  Let X be a Gorenstein stable surface withK 2X = 1 and  (X ) = 2 .
If the normalisation X = P2 and D  X is irreducible, then X arises as in Example
4.7.
Proof. Combining Corollary 4.6 and Lemma 4.2 we see that neccesarilyD is a plane
quartic with three non-colinear nodes.
As argued in Example 4.7 there is, up to the choice of coordinates only one way
to pick the involution  satisfying the  -condition, in other words, X arises as in
Example 4.7 as claimed.
4.2.1. Case (P) with D reducible
From now on let D be a reducible quartic. The possiblities are given in Lemma 4.2.
We treat the cases separatedly, starting with the most degenerate ones.
D = four general lines This case has been classied in [FPR15a, Sect. 4.2] and we
follow their notation. Let D = L 1 + L 2 + L 3 + L 4 be the union of four general
lines. We denoteP( ij ) the intersection point of L i and L j . The normalisation of
D is D  = t L i and we denote byPij the point of L i 2 D
 that maps to P( ij ) .
Since every component ofD  contains three such points, cannot preserve any
of the L i , so we may assume that it mapsL 1 to L 2 and L 3 to L 4. Then  is
uniquely determined by two bijections
' 12 : f P12; P13; P14g ! f P21; P23; P24g:
' 34 : f P31; P32; P34g ! f P41; P42; P43g:
By loc. cit. X is isomorphic to one (and only one) of the surfacesX 2;1; X 2;2 and
X 2;3 corresponding to the involutions listed in Table 7.
D = a conic and two lines The gluing involution  has to preserve the conic and
exchange the two lines, because they contain a dierent number of preimages
of nodes. Thus we have ve nodes in total, two xed points of  on the conic
and thus by (4.4) exactly two degenerate cusps.












glue L 1  L 2

































































Figure 13: conic and two lines, CaseB
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Table 7: Surfaces from four lines in the plane from [FPR15b]
Surface ' 12 and ' 34 Degenerate cusps











f P(13) ; P(14) ; P(23) ; P(24) g











f P(13) ; P(14) ; P(23) ; P(24) g











f P(13) ; P(24) g, f P(34) g
Case A0 and Case A00: Assume that  (P1) = P2, that is, the preimage of one
degenerate cusp consists solely of the intersection pointP of the two lines.
Then all other preimages of nodes have to be equivalent under the equival-
ence relation of Remark 4.3 and there are up to renaming two possibilties
 0 and  00: either  jC preserves the intersectionL i \ C, that is,
 0(Q3) = R3 and  0(S3) = T3;
or it does not, that is,
 00(Q3) = S3 and  00(R3) = T3:












These constructions depends on one parameter, namely the choice of the
conic. If we degenerate the conic to a pair of lines, we arrive atX 2;1 or
X 2;2 from Table 7.






and  jC (Q3) = S3 and thus  jC (R3) = T3 such that the preimages of the
two degenerate cusps aref P; Q; Sg and f R; T g.
These constructions depend on one parameter, namely the choice of the
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P 1  P 2 P 3  P 4
Q 1  Q 3 Q 2  Q 4
normalisation
X
Figure 14: Case A: = 4 and  1 = 1
D = two irreducible conics By (4.4) there are two possibilities:
Case A:  = 4 and  1 = 1 In this case the involution preserves the two com-
ponents ofD  and, in order for there to be only one degenerate cusp, one
can name the points such that the involution is as Figure 14.
It is an elementary fact, that given a projective line with four marked
points, there is always an involution exchanging two pairs of points (com-
pare Example 4.7), so the desired involutions exist on any two smooth
conics in the pencil.
The construction depends on the choice of the two conics in a pencil, that
is, two parameters. If we let one of the conics degenerate to a pair of lines
then we can arrive the possibilites considerd in CaseA0 and CaseA00above.
Making both conics reducible gives the surfacesX 2;1 and X 2;2 from Table
7.
Case C:  = 0 and  1 = 2 Since an involution on P1 has xed points,  ex-
changes the componentsD = C0+ C00, that is,  is induced by an abstract
isomorphism ' : C0 ! C00.
Let us denote the four intersection points of the two conicsC0; C00 with
Q1; : : : ; Q4. We add the primes if we consider the points on the individual
conics. By (4.4) we have a two degenerate cusps, sayR1 and R2. Up to
reindexing there are again two cases:













Q 1 Q 2 Q 3 Q 4









Figure 15: Case C:D = two irreducible conics,  = 0 ;  1 = 2
has the property, up to reindexing again,
' (Q01) = Q
00













Now consider the unique automorphism of P2 that acts on the Qi ,
considered as point in the plane, in the same way as' and let C 0
be the image ofC0 under  . The composition   '   1 : C00! C 0 is
an abstract isomorphism of two plane conics xing four points in the
plane. By [FFP16, Es. 4.24] it is actually induced by the identity on
P2, thus C00= C 0 and ' =  j0C .
Since C00 is determined by C0, this construction depends on the one
parameter. If we let C0 = L 1 + L 3 the union of two lines, then the
above construction still provides us with a suitable involution and it
is straightforward to check, that it gives the caseX 2;3 from Table 7.
   1(R1) = f Q1; Q2g,    1(R2) = f Q3; Q4g: Assume there is such an invol-
ution on D  . Then the involution descends toD itself violating Pro-
position 4.5.
Put dierently, the argument used in Case A does not work because
the morphism dened on the points will x the given conic, see [FFP16,
Es. 4.25].
Thus this case does not occur.
D = a smooth or nodal cubic and line The involution has to preserve the line, be-
cause either the number of marked points on the two components ofD  is
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dierent or they are not isomorphic. But on a line with three marked points 
cannot induce a xed-point-free involution on the marked points in violation of
the Gorenstein-condition.
Therefore this case cannot exist.
We have enumerated all possible cases forD and thus concluded the classication.
Proposition 4.9  Let X be a Gorenstein stable surface withK 2X = 1 and  (X ) = 2 .
If the normalisation X = P2 and D  X is reducible, thenX arises as in Cases A,
B, C in Section 4.2.1 or as a degeneration thereof.
Remark 4.10  By dimension reasons the surfaces constructed in Example 4.7 cannot
degenerate to the general surface in Case A. It remains to work out explicitly their
relation to the other reducible cases.
4.3. Case (dP) and (E )
The following is a reformulation of the results in [FPR15a]. We recall the enumeration
of the two cases(dP) and (E   )
(dP) X is a (possibly singular) Del Pezzo surface of degree 1, namelyX has at most
canonical singularities,   K X is ample andK
2
X
= 1 . The curve D belong to the
system j   2K X j, henceK X + D =   K X and pa(D ) = 2 .
(E   ) Let E be an elliptic curve and let a : ~X ! E be a geometrically ruled sur-
face that contains an irreducible sectionC0 with C20 =   1. Namely, ~X =
P(OE + OE (  x)) , where x 2 E is a point and C0 is the only one curve on the
system jOX (1)j. Set F = a
  1(x) : the normal surface X is obtained from ~X
by contracting C0 to an elliptic Gorenstein singularity of degree 1 andD is the
image of a curveD 0 2 j 2(C0 + F )j disjoint from C0, so pa(D ) = 2 . The line
bundle K X + D pulls back to C0 + F on ~X .
Lemma 4.11  Let (X; D ) be a log-canonical pair such thatK X + D is Cartier,
(K X + D)
2 = 1 , and the minimal resolution of X is either a del Pezzo surface of
degree1 or of type E   . Then   K X is an ample Cartier divisor of square 1 and
D 2 j   2K X j.
Moreover we have
R(X;   K X ) = C[x1; x2; y; z]=(f 6)
with variables of degrees(1; 1; 2; 3) and
f 6 = z2 + a0y3 + a2y2 + a4y + a6; (4.12)
where ai = ai (x1; x2) is of degreei .
If D is general in j   2K X j then we can choose the coordinates such thatD = f y =
0g; the restriction of the anti-canonical ring to D gives a surjection
R(X;   K X ) ! C[x1; x2; y; z]=(f 6; y) = C[x1; x2; z]=(z
2 + a6) = R(D; K D ):
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Proof. Assume that X is a del Pezzo of degree 1. Then according to the description
in the List 4.1,   K X is ample divisor and K X + D =   K . We can easily compute
the canonical ring using the method as in Section 1.2. Indeed, for anym  0 and for
all i > 0
H i (X;   mK X ) = H i (X; K X + (   m   1)K X ) = 0
Riemann- Roch Theorem gives us
h0(  mK X ) =
1
2




Thus h0(  K X ) = 2 ; h0(  2K X ) = 4 and h0(  3K X ) = 7 . Let x1; x2 be generators
of H 0(  K X ), let y be element in H 0(  2K X ) which is not in subspace generated
by S2hx1; x2i , and let z be an element inH 0(  3K X ) which is not in the subspace
generated byS3hx1; x2ih x1y; x2yi . By comparing the dimension ofH 0(  mK X ) and
subspace generated byx1; x2; y; z we obtain a the relation z2 + a0y3 + a2y2 + a4y + a6
in degree 6. By using the similar argument as in Proposition 1.3, we conclude that
there are no other relation for anym > 6. Thus the anti-canonical ring of a del Pezzo
surfaceX is
R(X;   K X ) = C[x1; x2; y; z]=(f 6)
with variables of degrees(1; 1; 2; 3) and f 6 = z2 + a0y3 + a2y2 + a4y + a6. Now we
assume that X is of type E   . In [FPR15a] the invariants of X were computed and
they have the same invariants as in Case of del Pezzo surfaces. Thus we have the
same canonical ring for Case(E   )
Note that by the  -condition, given a pair (X; D ) as above, an involution  on
D
 denes a Gorenstein stable surface with (X ) = 2 if and only if it satises the
Gorenstein glueing condition and the resulting curveD has arithmetic genus1.
For simplicity, we restrict to the case where D is smooth, so that the Gorenstein
glueing condition is automatically satised, and we are looking for curvesD of genus
2 which admit an elliptic involution.
Lemma 4.13  Let D be a smooth curve of genus2 admitting an elliptic involution
 , that is, D= is an elliptic curve.
Then decomposing pluricanonical forms into  -eigenspaces allows to choose gen-
erators of the canonical ring such that
R(D; K D ) = C[x1; x2; z]=(z
2 + a6);
where x1; x2; z have degrees1; 1; 3 respectively,








1    3x
2
2);  i 2 C
 ; (4.14)
and  acts via (x1; x2; z) 7! (  x1; x2; z).
Proof. If  : D ! D= = D , then   OD = OD  L and K D = 
 (K D + L) and we
get a decomposition on the cohomology by the projection formula.
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Proposition 4.15  Let (X; D;  ) be the triple corresponding to a Gorenstein stable
surface X with K 2X = 1 and  (X ) = 2 and such thatX is of type (dP)or (E   ).
Then there existsa6 as in (4.14) and f 6 as in (4.12) such that the inclusion map
is induced by
C[x1; x2; y; z]=(f 6) ! C[x1; x2; z]=(z2 + a6)
and  acts as in Lemma 4.13
Proof. Follows immediatly from the above lemma.
We can now write down a family containing the surfaces discussed above as an open
subset of:
W = f (a0; a2; a4; a6) 2 C[x1; x2] j a6 as in (4.14)g
Proposition 4.16  The subset ofM
(Gor )
1;2 parametrising surfaces with normalisa-
tion (dP) or (E   ) is irreducible of dimension 10.
Proof. Let R = C[x1; x2]. Then this subset is dominated by an open subset of
W = f (a0; a2; a4; a6) 2 R0  R2  R4  R6 j a6 as in (4.14)g ;
which is of dimension1 + 3 + 5 + 3 = 12 . The choices made in the above construction
x the coordinates up to multiplication with non-zero numbers. In addition, we xed
the coecient in front of z2 to be 1 as in (4.12) and the coecient in front of x61 in
a6 to be 1 as in (4.14). Thus we have a remaining action ofC 2 by multiplication on
x2 and y, and the dimension of the stratum is 12   2 = 10.
4.4. Case (E+ )
Assume that X is a Gorenstein stable surface withK 2X = 1 and  (OX ) = 2 and
normalisation X = S2E for an elliptic curve E . Using the notation from (4.1) we
recall some facts from [FPR15b].
Consider




Then alb is a P1-bundle with section C0 = f (0; p) 2 S2E j p 2 Eg and the bre
over 0 is given by F = f (p;   p) 2 S2E j p 2 Eg. The canonical bundle is then
K S2 E =   2C0 + F and the conductor is a nodal curve of arithmetic genus2
D 2 j 3C0   F j = jC0   K S2 E j:
By the  -condition, the conductor in X has genus0 and thus D ! D is the canonical
map induced by the hyperelliptic involution (if D is smooth or at least irreducible).
For the sake of completeness we rst recall an observation from [FPR17, Rem. 5.3].
Lemma 4.17  Let E be an elliptic curve andS2E be its symmetric square.
1. There exist non-normal Gorenstein stable surfacesX with K 2X = 1 and  (OX ) =
2 and normalisation S2E .
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2. If X is such a surface then the bicanonical mapX ! P2 is not a Galois cover.
Proof. 1. A general elementD 2 j 3C0   F j is smooth and, denoting by  the
hyperelliptic involution, the triple (S2E; D;  ) denes a surface with the required
invariants by KollÆr’s glueing theorem as explained in Section 4.1.
2. As in [FPR17] Remark 5.3, a normalisation of a bi-double cover is again a
bidouble cover, the canonical divisor ofX is pullback of someOP2 (d) and thus
either ample, anti ample or trivial. Thus no bi-double cover can have a norm-
alisation of type E+ .
Because of the second statement, a concrete (algebraic) description of an example
could not be found in [FPR17]. We will now give such a description yielding in fact
a complete family parametrising an open subset of the stratum of surfaces inM 1;2
with normalisation the symmetric square of an elliptic curve.
We would like to compute the canonical ring ofX which is based on the following
result of KollÆr:
Proposition 4.18  [Kol13][Prop. 5.8] Let X be a Gorenstein stable surface. Dene
the dierent  = Di D  (0) by the equality(K D + D)jD = K D +  .
Then a section s 2 H 0(X; m (K X + D)) descends to a section inH
0(X; mK X )
if and only if the image of s in H 0(D  ; m(K X + D)) under the Residue map is -
invariant if m is even respectively - anti invariant if m is odd.
To compute the canonical ring ofX , we need to compute the ring of sections
R(S2E; K S2 E + D) = R(S
2E; C0);
the residue map toR(D; K D ) = R(D; C0jD ) including the action of the hyperelliptic
involution. The strategy is to pull back to E  E and then to take invariants under
the involution exchanging the factor. To simplify notation we add number to the
factors E  E = E1  E2.
We consider the geometric situation










For linear series or spaces of sections onE1  E2 we denote the invariant part under
the involution interchanging the factors by a superscript + .
Lemma 4.20  With the above notation we have
  C0 = E1  f 0g + f 0g  E2;
  F =    = f (p;   p) 2 E  E j p 2 Eg;
  D = ~D 2   j3C0   F j = j3  C0      j+ :
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We thus have
H 0(S2E; mC0) = H 0(E  E; m  C0)+ = (H 0(E1; m  0) 
 H 0(E2; m  0))+ :
Therefore if v1; : : : ; vm is a basis ofH 0(E; m 0) then a basis of(H 0(E1; m0) 
 H 0(E2; m
0))+ is given by
(vi 
 vi ) i =1 ;:::;m ; (vi 
 vj + vj 
 vi )1 i<j  m :
These are m + m (m   1)2 =
m (m +1)
2 = h
0(S2E; mC0) =  (S2E; mC0) elements as
predicted by Riemann-Roch.
We now choose for the elliptic curve a Weierstrass type equation
f i = y2i   (x
3





such that R(E i ; 0) = C[zi ; x i ; yi ]=(f i )) with generators in degrees(1; 2; 3).
Lemma 4.21  The low-degree parts ofR(S2E; C0), identied with the invariant
subring of R(E1  E2;   C0) are
m Basis of H 0(S2E; mC0)
1 t0 = z1z2





3 t30  t0ht1; t2i , t3 = y1y2, t4 = z1x1y2 + y1z2x2, t5 = z31y2 + y1z32
4 t40  t20ht1; t2i  t0ht3; t4; t5i  S2ht1; t2i , t6 = z1y1x22 + x21z2y2
In fact, t0; : : : ; t6 generate the section ringR(S2E; mC0).
Proof. If we follow for m = 4 the outlined procedure starting with H 0(E; 4  0) =












To show that t0; : : : ; t6 generate the full invariant subring we argue as follows: Take
























Since there are the relationsf i we may assume thatcj  1. Dividing by the generators


































5 t6 mod (t0; t1) (c   1 = 2d2 + 3d5)
so we have already found all generators int0; : : : ; t6.
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Taking the invariant part of a weighted Segre embedding we want to get the fol-
lowing diagram, where X is embedded inP(1; 2; 2; 3; 3) as complete intersection in
degree(6; 6).
~D E  E P(1; 2; 3)  P(1; 2; 3)
D S2E P(1; 2; 2; 3; 3; 3; 4)
D X P(1; 2; 2; 3; 3)
 ( t 0 : :t 6 )
R (C0 )

R (K X )
;
Lemma 4.22  Let sF be a section dening F . Then the image of the composition
H 0(S2E; D) H 0(S2E; 3C0) H 0(E  E;   3C0)
sF
is spanned by the sectionst4 = z1x1y2 + y1x2z2; t5 = y1z32 + z31y2.
Proof. Consider the exact sequence
0 ! H 0(E  E;   D) ! H 0(E  E; 3  C0) ! H 0(E  E;   3C0j    ):
Since in the Weierstrass model inversion on the elliptic curve corresponds to changing
the sign of the y-coordinate one can see that the only invariant sections of  3C0
vanishing on    are the ones given above.
We now x the section sD dening D . By Lemma 4.22 there exist ;  2 C such
that the image of sD in H
0(S2E; 3C0) is
sD  sF = l = t 4 + t 5:
Theorem 4.23  The canonical ring of X is considered as a subring ofR(E 
E;   C0), and it is generated bys0; : : : s3; s4 = l) with equations 4.24.
Z 21 + b1(X; Y1; Y2) = 0
Z 22 + XZ 1a2(X; Y1; Y2) + b2(X; Y1; Y2) = 0
(4.24)
with
b1 =   (b2X 6 + abX4Y1 + bY31 + a
2X 4Y2   3bX2Y1Y2 + aY21 Y2   2aX
2Y 22 + Y
3
2 )
a2 =   (2 2X 2 + 2 Y 1 + 2  2Y2)
b2 =   (2b 2X 6 +
 
2b + a 2

X 4Y1 + b 2X 2Y 21 + 
2Y 31 +
 
  2b 2 + 4a

X 4Y2
+ ( a 2   3 2)X 2Y1Y2 + 2 Y 21 Y2   4X
2Y 22 + 
2Y1Y 22 )
Therefore X is an iterated double cover.
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4.4.1. Proof of Theorem 4.23
By KollÆr’s result (Proposition 4.18), the canonical ring ofX is the pullback ring in
the diagram
R(E  E;   C0)+ = R(S2E; C0) R(S2E; K S2 E + D) R(D; K D )
R(X; K X ) R(D; K X jD )
 
 
In the following we identify R(S2E; K S2 E + D) = R(E  E;   C0)+ via the pullback
map   .
Lemma 4.25  Let m  2. Let sD be the section deningD and sF be the section
dening F , so that sD sF = l . Then the sequence
0 ! H 0(S2E; mC0   D)
sD! H 0(S2E; mC0) ! H 0(D; mK D ) ! 0
is exact. In particular, h0(S2E; mC0   D) = m (m +1)2   (2m   1) =
m (m   3)
2 + 1 .
m generators of image ofH 0(S2E; mC0   D) in H 0(S2E; mC0)
1 0
2 0
3 l = t 4 + t 5
4 t0l ,
l1 = ( b   a )t40 + t 20t2   t 21   t 1t2   t 0t3;




0t1   t 22   t 1t2 + t 0t3
Proof. M2, reference.
Lemma 4.26  1. The canonical ring of D is R(D; K D ) = C[A; B; C ]=(h) where
A; B have degree1, C has degree3 and h = C2 + f (A; B ) has degree6.
2. The image of   : R(D; K X jD ) ! R(D; K D ) is the subring C[A; B ].
3. The image of the residue mapR(S2E; C0) ! R(D; K D ) is the subring generated
by A; AB; B 2; B 3; C; CB after appropriate choice of coordinates.
Proof. Recall that the non-normal locus D is isomorphic to P1 and the map D ! D
is the canonical map. It is well known that for a curve D of genus 2 , then! D has
degree2g   2 = 2. ! D has 2 sections and it is base-point-free, thus the canonical
map induces a double coverD ! D , where D = P1 branched over 6 points. Thus
the canonical ring of D is of the form R(K D ) = C[A; B; C ]=(C
2 + f (A; B )) with
generators in degrees (1,1,3), wheref is a homogeneous polynomial of degree6. From
this cover map, it is easy to see that  : R(D; K X jD ) ! R(D; K D ) corresponds to
C[A; B ] ! C[A; B; C ]=(C2   f (A; B )) and thus its image is the subring ofC[A; B ].
Moreover, consider the residue mapR(S2E; K S2 E + D) ! R(D; K D ). We can
compute the image of this residue map as following. Form = 1 , consider the exact
sequence
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0 ! K S2 E ! K S2 E + D = C0 ! (K S2 E + D)jD = K D ! 0
We get
0 ! H 0(K S2 E ) ! H 0(C0) ! H 0(K D ) ! H
1(K S2 E ) ! H 1(C0) = 0
where H 0(K S2 E ) = 0; h0(C0) = 1 and h0(K D ) = 2 . Thus the map H
0(C0) !
H 0(K D ) is injective, we can choose the rst elementA which is the image ofH
0(C0)
in H 0(K D ).
For m  2:
H 0(S2E; m(K S2 E + D)) ! H 0(D; mK D ) ! H
1(m(K S2 E + D)   D)
We haveH 1(m(K S2 E + D)   D) = H 1((m   1)C0 + K S2 E ). Since(m   1)C0 is ample
if m   1 is positive, H 1((m   1)C0 + K S2 E ) = 0 for m  2 by Kodaira vanishing.
Thus the map H 0(S2E; m(K S2 E + D)) ! H 0(D; mK D ) is surjective if and only if
m  2. Thus we get more imagesAB; B 2; B 3; C; CB . The elementsA2; A2B; AB 2
are singled out by the relations A2 = A:A; A 2B = A:AB; AB 2 = A:B 2. Thus the
image of the residue map is generated byA; AB; B 2; B 3; C; CB .
Lemma 4.27  There exists a choice of generatorsA; B of degree1 and C of degree
3 such that the diagram
R(E  E;   C0)+ R(D; K D ) C[A; B; C ]=(C
2   g(A; B ))
R(D; K X jD ) C[A; B ]
 
(4.28)
commutes and  t0 = A.
Proof. The fact that the right hand side of the diagram is of the given form follows
from the fact that D is a hyperelliptic curve (or just of genus 2) and D ! D is the
quotient by the hyperelliptic involution.
Considering only the part of degree1 in the rings we have
H 0(E  E;   C0)+ = ht0i hA; B i

and we can arrange  t0 = A by a linear coordinate change not aecting the form of
the equation for D .
Lemma 4.29  In Diagram (4.28) consider the elements of degree2 giving
ht20; t1; t2i = H 0(S2E; 2C0) H 0(D; 2K D ) = hA
2; AB; B 2i :

=
Let s0 = t0, s1 = t 2 + t 1 and s2 = (2 b   a 2)t20 + b 2t1 + ( a 2 +  2)t2. Then
AB =   (s1); and B 2 =   (s2) :
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Proof. Since the map is an isomorphism and by the choice of  t0 = A from Lemma
4.27 we need to show that there is an essentially unique way to completes20 to a basis
s20; s1; s2 of ht20; t1; t2i such that s20s2   s21 = 0 after restriction to D .
We compute this insideH 0(S2E; 4C0) = H 0(E  E; 4  C0)+ . By Lemma 4.25, we
look at the sections of degree 4 and see that there is unique way to kill the termt0t3
on the last two generetors by taking l 1 + l 2, and write it on the form s20s2   s21
modulo the equations ofD . We get the following equivalent class :
t20((2b   a
2)t20 + b
2t1 + ( a 2 +  2)t2) = ( t 2 + t 1)2
Then s1 = t 2 + t 1 and s2 = (2 b   a 2)t20 + b 2t1 + ( a 2 +  2)t2 do the job.
Lemma 4.30  In Diagram (4.28) consider the elements of degree3 giving
0 H 0(S2E; 3C0   D) H 0(S2E; 3C0) H 0(D; 3K D ) 0
0 ht4 + 14t5i hs30; s0s1; s0s2; t3; t4; t5i hA3; A2B; AB 2; B 3; Ci 0
0 ht4 + 14t5i H 0(X; 3K X ) hA3; A2B; AB 2; B 3i 0
 
 
With the choices ofs0; s1; s2 from Lemma 4.27 and Lemma 4.29 the element
s3 =   9t30 + 44t0t1 + 42t0t2 + 20t3
satises   s3 = B 3 and it is unique with this property modulo sD .
Proof. In Diagram (4.28) consider the elements of degree 3, this gives us
hs30; s0s1; s0s2; t3; t4; t5i = H 0(S2E; 3C0) H 0(D; 3K D ) = hA
3; A2B; AB 2; B 3; Ci :

By previous lemmas we already identieds0; s1; s2 and their imagesA; AB; B 2. Note
that C has no relations with other generators and clearlyt4 + 14t5 is in the image
because it restricts to zero onD . Thus there is only way to map t4 + 14t5 to C. We
need only to identify the element s3 2 ht30; t0t1; t0t2; t3i such that s30s3   s20s1s2 = 0
modulo the equations ofD . We can also do this in degree 4 by relations0s3   s1s2 =
0 after restriction to D . From the equations of s1; s2; l1; l2 it is easy to see that
s1s2 + b 2l1 + ( a 2 +  2)l2 kills all terms of t21; t1t2; t22 and equals to
t0((b2 3+ b 3)t30+( ab
3+3b 2   a 3)t0t1+( a2 3+3b 2 )t0t2+(   b 3+ a 2 +  3)t3)
Then s3 = ( b2 3 + b 3)t30 + ( ab 3 + 3b 2   a 3)t0t1 + ( a2 3 + 3b 2 )t0t2 + (   b 3 +
a 2 +  3)t3 satised s0s3   s1s2 = 0 modulo D and   s3 = B 3.
Remark 4.31  In Diagram 4.28 consider the elements of degree 4 giving
H 0(S2E; 4C0) H 0(D; 4K D ) = hA
4; A3B; A 2B 2; AB 3; B 4; AC; BC i :

We need to identify BC with an element of s5 2 H 0(S2E; 4C0) so that   (s5) = BC .
SinceBC has no relation with other elements, there is only one way to identifys5 = t6.
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Remark 4.32  By the descriptions above, we have identied all the si . The result
is a weighted projective spaceP(1; 2; 2; 3; 3; 4). However, we recall that the structure
of the canonical ring of X from Section 1.2, we would like to nd two equations in
bi-degree(6; 6) of X . This can be found by considering the projection away froms5
as the following diagram
~D E  E P(1; 2; 3)  P(1; 2; 3)
D S2E P(1; 2; 2; 3; 3; 3; 4)
D X P(1; 2; 2; 3; 3; 4)
P(1; 2; 2; 3; 3)
 ( t 0 : :t 6 )
R (C0 )
 (s0 : :s5 )
R (K X )
:
Thus the two equations in be-degree (6,6) can be computed using Macaulay2 [GS02].
A. Appendix
In this section, we use Macaulay2 to compute the canonical ring of the last case
R(S2E). We start by setting up the polynomial rings with rational coecients. The
ambient space which corresponds to the projective spaceP(1; 2; 2; 3; 3; 3; 4) and the
weighted Segre embeddingP(1; 2; 3)  P(1; 2; 3) ! P(1; 2; 2; 3; 3; 3; 4). We can also
identify the generators of R(C0) in low degree, which help us to nd generators of the
canonicl ring of X .
P = QQ
Q = P[a,b,c, alpha , beta , Degrees = >{1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1}]
Sambient = Q**P[t_0 ..t_6 , Degrees
= >{{1 ,1} ,{2 ,2} ,{2 ,2} ,{3 ,3} ,{3 ,3} ,{3 ,3} , {4 ,4}}];
S(:::) gives the weighted polynomial rings of the ambient spaces, which are related
by projections. The canonical ring to be computed is the complete intersection of two
homogeneous polynomials of degree6 in SX.
SX = P[X,Y_1 , Y_2 ,Z_1 , Z_2 , T, Degrees = >{1 ,2 ,2 ,3 ,3 ,4}];
SE1 and SE2 give us the ambient space of the elliptic curveE i ; i = 1 ; 2 , such that
R(E i ; 0) = C[zi ; x i ; yi ]=(f i )
SE1 = P[z_1 , x_1 , y_1 , Degrees = >{1 ,2 ,3}]
SE2 = P[z_2 , x_2 , y_2 , Degrees = >{1 ,2 ,3}]
SExE= SE1 ** SE2
-- equations for elliptic curves E
f1 = c*x_1 ^3+a*x_1*z_1 ^4+b*z_1 ^6;
f2 = c*x_2 ^3+a*x_2*z_2 ^4+b*z_2 ^6;
-- ideal of E\ times E
i = ideal (c*y_1 ^2-f1 , c*y_2 ^2-f2);
SExEi = SExE/i
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The invariants under involution
tt = matrix {{ z_1*z_2 ,




y_1*z_2 ^3+ z_1 ^3* y_2 ,
z_1*y_1*x_2 ^2+ x_1 ^2* y_2*z_2 }};
f = map (SExEi , Sambient , sub(tt , SExEi ));
iS2E = ideal mingens ker f--this is the fiber .
Furthermore, we have the equation forD + F . We denoteF is the class of ber of the
Albanese mapa : S2E ! E , and D is the non-normal locus inS2E , and l is section
in H 0(S2E; 3C0) dening D
l = alpha *t_4+beta*t_5
D = saturate ( ideal mingens iS2E+l, ideal (t_4 ,t_5))
F = saturate ( ideal mingens (iS2E+l+ ideal (t_4 ,t_5)))
assert ( 5 == codim F)
assert (5 == codim D)
SbarD = Sambient /D
SS2E = Sambient /iS2E
barD = ideal mingens sub(D,SS2E)
We want to identify the si , the generators ofP(1; 2; 2; 3; 3; 4).
--degree 2, find the s1 ,s2
L = flatten entries mingens sub(D,SS2E)
L_0
L1= sub(L_1 , c= >1)
L2=sub(L_2 , c= >1)
LL=beta*L_1+ alpha *L_2
s1= alpha *t_2+beta*t_1
s2 =( sub(LL ,c= >1) -sub(LL , {c=>1, t_0 = >0}) )// t_0 ^2
s3 = s1*s2+b* alpha ^2* L1 +(a* alpha ^2+ beta ^2)*L2
The following expresses the two relations of the canonical ring. This gives us precisely
two homogeneous polynomials of degree6, which provides us with the canonical ring
of R. We write R(K X ):
SE= Sambient /ker f;
ss = matrix {{t_0 ,
alpha *t_2+beta*t_1 ,
a* alpha ^2* t_2 +2*b* alpha *beta*t_0 ^2-a*beta ^2* t_0 ^2+b* alpha ^2*
t_1+beta ^2* t_2 ,
b^2* alpha ^3* t_0 ^3+a*b* alpha ^3* t_1*t_0+a^2* alpha ^3* t_2*t_0+b*
beta ^3* t_0 ^3+3* b* alpha *beta ^2* t_1*t_0 -a*beta ^3* t_1*t_0 +3*b*
alpha ^2* beta*t_2*t_0 -b* alpha ^3* t_3+a* alpha ^2* beta*t_3+beta ^3*
t_3 ,
l}};
g=map(SE ,SX ,sub(ss , Sambient )); ker g.
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